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Mystery surrounds fate
of Antonenko-Davydovych
ed prominence in 1928 with the
publication of his psychological
novel "Smert." A contemporary of
such important Ukrainian writers as
Mykola Khvylovy, Mykhailo Iv–
chenko. Andrt'y Holovkoand Evhen.
Pluzhyk, Mr. Antonenko-Davy
dovych belonged to a group of
writers in Kiev associated with such
literary organizations as the Work
shop of the Revolutionary World,
whose radical positions were similar
to the better known Vaplite (Vilna
Akademia Proletarskoyi Literatury)
— the Free Academy of Proletarian
Literature.
In the 1930s, Mr. AntonenkoDavydovych and scores of other
writers and intellectuals were exiled
from''Ukraine–to-Srbe?ia during ihe–
Stalinist crackdown on Ukrainiani–
zation. Rehabilitated in 1956, the
Author Borys Antonenko-Davy author returned to Ukraine, where a
dovych in Ukraine.
volume of his short stories was
published in 1959.
JERSEY CITY. N.J. - A shroud
During a revival of Ukrainian art
of uncertainty has surrounded the and literature in the 1960s, coupled
fate of aging Ukrainian author Borys
(Continued on page 12)
Antonenko-Davydovych, one of the
last survivors of the 1920s renais
sance in Ukrainian literature, and
who is considered by many to be one
of the most important living Ukrai
nian writers.
According to recent unconfirmed
reports, Mr. Antonenko– Davy–
dovych, who will turn 85 this year,
was believed to have been committed
to a psychiatric hospital at the
request of his 32-year-old son, Yev–
heny. Yet other sources, in discount
ing these reports, note that Yevhcny
is currently imprisoned and insist
that the ailing author is gravely ill
and has been discharged recently
from a regular hospital after a
lengthy stay, presumably so that he
can die at home.
The Weekly has learned that Mr.
Antonenko-Davydovych, the author
of such famous works as "Smert":
("Death") in 1928 and "Pechatka." is
.suffering from an acute lung disease
and is in extremely serious condition.
According lo several sources, it is
possible that,his son, though impri
soned since 1982 for criminal activi
ties, may have signed papers certify–
ing'thal his father, because of age and
ill health, is no longer responsible for
his actions. The sources, who asked
not to be identified, dismissed as
untrue the account that the author
was committed to a psychiatric
hospital.
Revolutionary voice
Mr. Antonenko-Davydovych gain

Mykhailyna Kotsiubynsky (al right)
shown here with Atena Boletsky. She
- hoped to marry the author.
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Report the death of Oleksiy Tykhy
Jailed dissident dies
after stomach surgery
JERSEY CITY. N.J. - Imprisoned
Helsinki monitor Qleksiy Tykhy died
recently at age 57 following surgery for
stomach ulcers, according to dissident
sources.
,
Although the news could not be
immediately confirmed, the sources of
the report were called 'Very reliable" by
Western experts in dissident affairs.
Mr. Tykhy. one of the lOco-founders
in 1976 of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Group, had been ill for a number of
years. In 1977 he and group co-founder
Mykola Rudenko were tried for "antiSoviet activities," and Mr. Tykhy was
sentenced to 10 years in a labor camp
and five years' internal exile.
At the time of his death, which
"Sources said happened some time inflate"
April or early May, he was incarcerated
in labor camp No. 36-1, pan of the huge
penal complex near Perm in the Urals.
According to the sources, Mr. Tykhy
weighed only about 90 pounds and was
terribly malnourished when last seen by
visitors over a month ago.
It was not immediately known where
the stomach operation took place and
whether Mr. Tykhy died on the operat
ing table or some time, after surgery.
Sources did say, however, that Mr.
Tykhy had been seriously ill with ulcers
for many years, but that authorities had
refused to provide him with proper
medical treatment.
Mr. Tykhy was also believed to be
suffering from tuberculosis, severe
anemia, atherosclerosis and liver
disease.
In 1976, about one year after the
Soviets joined 34 other countries in
signing the Helsinki Accords on human

Oleksiy Tykhy
rights and security in Europe; Mr.
Tykhy helped establish a citizens'group
in Kiev to monitor Soviet compliance
with the agreement. The other nine cofounders were Mykola Rudenko, poet
Olcs Berdnyk, Ivan Kandyba, Lev
Lukianenko, Myroslav Marynovych,
Mykola Matusevych, Oksana Meshko,
Nina Strokata and Gen. Petro Grigo–
renko. All are currently imprisoned or
in exile except for Gen. Grigorenko and
Ms. Strokata, who are now in the West.
A teacher by profession, Mr. Tykhy
was first arrested in 1957 for expressing
Ukrainian nationalist sentiments and
was imprisoned until 1964. After his
release, he was forced to find work as a
laborer.
His mother, Maria Kondratevna.
reportedly lives in the Doneiske region
His wife, Olha Alekseyeva, resides in
Moscow. Mr. Tykhy also has a son.
Wolodymyr of Kiev.

Rep. Fascell blasts Soviet decision
to bar parcels sent by private firms
WASHINGTON
The chairman of
the Commission on Security and Co
operation in Europe (CSCE).-Rep.
Dante B. Fascell (D-Fla.) on May 16
criticized the announcement by the
official Soviet international parcel
service Vncshposyltorg that as of
August I the Soviet Union will no
longer accept parcel post packages
irom private postal firms in the West.
"This latest step by the Soviet go
vernment is clearly a violation of the
spirit of the Helsinki Accords, specifi
cally of the provision pledging to
facilitate freer movement and contacts
among persons, institutions, and or
ganizations," said Rep. Fascell, chair
man oi the so-called Helsinki Commis
sion, the government agency that moni

tors compliance with the 1975 Helsinki
Accords and the 1983 Madrid conclud
ing document.
"When you consider that such private
arrangements were a source of valuable
foreign currency lor the Soviet govern
ment," continued Rep. Fascell. "the
extremes to which the Soviet govern
ment is willing to go in order to cut off
contacts between its citizens and their
friends and loved ones abroad become
obvious."
Rep. Fascell, who is chairman of the
Foreign Affairs committee, also
pointed but the irony that the announc
ed cutoff date coincides with the signing
of the original Helsinki document on
August 1. 1975.
(Continued on page 13)
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Whereabouts of Sakharov uncertain; NikluS
Bonner attacked in Izvestia
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Yelena G. Bonner
MOSCOW - The Soviet govern
ment newspaper Izvestia declared on
May 20 that Dr. Andrei Sakharov's
wife, Yelena G. Bonner, had "gone too
far in her anti-Soviet activities"and that
law enforcement agencies were taking
measures against her, reported The New
York Times.
The implication that criminal charges
were being brought against the 61 -yearold wife of the exiled human-rights
activist and Nobel Peace Prize-winner
came at the end of a bitter personal
attack on Ms. Bonner. She was accused
of, among other things, being the
instigator behind Dr. Sakharov's dissi
dent activities who is willing "to sneak
to the West over his dead body."
The Izvestia article gave no indica
tion of Dr. Sakharov's health or his
whereabouts. A May 19 report from
sources close to the family said Dr.
Sakharov, who has been exiled in the
closed city of Gorky since 1980. was
taken from his home on May 7. five

Czechs arrest
minority leader

days, after beginning a hunger strike to
press his demand that his wife be
allowed to travel to the West for treat
ment of a serious heart ailment.
fin Paris, Lionel Jospin, first secre
tary of the French Socialist Party, said
that he was informed on May 22 by the
Soviet ambassador that Dr. Sakharov
and Ms. Bonner were at their home in
Gorky. This conflicts with a May 20
statement by French Communist Party
chief George Marchais, who said Dr.
Sakharov was in "satisfactory" condi
tion in a Gorky clinic.|
Diplomats here speculated that one
purpose of the harsh tone in the Izvestia
attack on Ms. Bonner was to prepare
public opinion for her arrest and prose
cution.
A Moscow mathametician who ma
naged to see the Sakharovs soon after
the physicist started his hunger strike
said Ms. Bonner had been charged with
"defaming the Soviet state"and that she
had been threatened with prosecution
for treason, which is punishable by
death.
Sharp attack

A Soviet contention that Ms. Bonner,
one of the founders in 1976 of the nowdisbanded Moscow Helsinki Group, is
responsible for Dr. Sakharov's humanrights activities has often been raised in
the Soviet press, perhaps to explain why
a former honored member of the elite
could have become such a vocal and
committed critic.
Izvestia asserted that Ms. Bonner
"clearly wants to push to the front row.
to become something like the main
executor of anti-Soviet sallies, of slan
derous declarations against the Soviet
people."
The paper said that on three trips
abroad lor medicaj treatment - to Italy
in 1975. 1977 and 1979 - Ms. Bonner
engaged in anti-Soviet activities. Izvestia repeated a Soviet charge that
Ms. Bonner had plotted with the Ameri
can Embassy to coordinate asylum for
her with the start of Dr. Sakharov's
hunger strike.
The article concluded with an impli–

BUDAPEST. Hungary - The un
official leader ot Czechoslovakia's
Hungarian minority has been arrested
in Bratislava, dissident sources here said
on May 21.
(Continued on page 12)
They said they believed Czech autho
rities arrested Miklos Duray for his
campaign against plans to cut Hunga
rian-language teaching in Czechoslovak
schools, reported Reuters.
They said Mr. Duray, a geologist in
his 40s. was suspected of harming
Czechoslovak interests abroad and
could face as much as six years in prison
if convicted.
BERN, Switzerland - Two Soviet
Attempts to contact Mr. Duray's
home by telephone from Vienna en soldiers who were captured by insur
gents in Afghanistan were.freed after
countered a constant busy signal.
two years of internment in Switzerland
on May 20. but they decided not to
return to the Soviet Union, reported
Dissident sketch
Reuters.
A third Soviet soldier, who was also
freed on May 20. left Zurich on a flight
to Moscow.
The-two who elected to stay were
given one-year Swiss residency permits,
which a Foreign Ministry spokesman
BORN: 1908.
said could be renewed annually. The
OCCUPATION: Unknown.
spokesman said they had hot applied
LATEST ARREST: 1969.
for asylum, and he denied contentions
CHARGE: "Treason" under Article
by the Soviet ambassador in Bern that
56 of the Ukrainian Criminal Code
Swiss authorities had influenced the
for membership in the Organization
pair to stay in Switzerland.
of Ukrainian Nationalists.
Eleven captured Soviet soldiers have
SENTENCE: 15 years in a labor
been
flown to Switzerland, for intern
camp.
ment, under an agreement worked out
CAMP ADDRESS: Mr. Demchy–
in 1982 by the International Commit
shyn is due to be released this year.
tee of the Red Cross, the Afghan
He was held in labor camp No. 35 in
guerrillas and the Swiss. Soviet and
Perm.
Afghan governments.

Two Soviet soldiers
chose to stay
in Switzerland

Andriy
bemchyshyn
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Estonian political prisoner M a r t Niklus, w h o was badly b e a t e n in C h i s t o p o l
Prison in M a r c h for s p e a k i n g Estonian with his visiting mother, is n o w
reportedly in t h e s e c o n d m o n t h of a protest fast. T h e 4 9 - y e a r - o l d zoologist
a n d f o r m e r English t e a c h e r w a s s e n t e n c e d in 1 9 8 0 t o 10 y e a r s in a labor
c a m p a n d five years' internal exile for disseminating "anti-Soviet" materials.
Mr. N i k l u s h a s v o w e d t o c o n t i n u e his h u n g e r strike until authorities allow
h i m t o use his native Estonian d u r i n g visits.

After 15 years in Soviet asylum,
Belgian citizen faces execution
LONDON — A former Soviet citizen,
who left the country after World War II
but was arrested while' visiting as a
tourist in 1968 and spent 15 years in
Soviet mental hospitals, is awaiting
execution for "treason," reported Am
nesty International.
Yermak Lukyanov, 70. a Belgian
citizen, is reportedly a.waiting the
outcome of a petition for a pardon, his
last resort. In September 1983. the
USSR Supreme Court rejected his
appeal of the sentence.
Mr. Lukyanov is an ethnic Kalmyk,
an Asiatic. Buddhist people who live in
the southwest part of the Russian SFSR.
Following the October Revolution, the
Kalmyks resisted Bolshevik occupa
tion. In 1933. they were given the status
of an autonomous republic that was
abolished 10 years later under the terms
of a secret decree. The Kalmyk popula
tion was then forcibly deported to
Siberia, only to be rehabilitated in 1957
and allowed to return to their ancestral
lands. It is estimated that about onethird of the Kalmyk population perish
ed during the forcible deportation.
According to Amnesty, Mr. Lukya
nov. who has a wife and nine children in

Belgium, was arrested in 1968 while on a
visit to the USSR, and charged under
Article 64 of the Russian Republic
Criminal Code. He was accused of
having collaborated with the Nazis
during the German'occupation of
Kalmyk lands.
Ruled mentally unfit to stand trial, he
was ordered forcibly confined for an
indefinite period to a special psychiatric
hospital. In all, he spent 15 years
confined in the notorious Dniprope–
irovske Special Psychiatric Hospital as
well as a similar facility in Kazan.
In late 1982. he was sent for an
examination at the Serbsky Institute of
Forensic Psychiatry in Moscow where
he was ruled fit to stand trial. The trial
was held in secret, and Mr. Lukyanov's
family and the Belgian government
were not notified of the proceedings
until two weeks after they had been
completed. In July 1983, a military
tribunal sentenced him to death, and his
appeal was rejected by the country's
highest court two months later.
Amnesty International, which moni
tors human-rights around the world,
has asked all concerned to write Soviet
officials asking them to grant clemency
in this case.
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Kremlin honors Dr. Snezhnevsky, top psychiatrist
MOSCOW - The Soviet Union on
May 19 honored the country's leading
psychiatrist, who has been accused by
the World Psychiatric Association of
abusing his science to punish political
dissidents, reported the Associated
Press.
The psychiatrist. Dr. Andrei V.
Snezhnevsky, was given the Order of
the October Revolution on his 80th
birthday in recognition of his work in
medical science and public health.
Dr. Snezhnevsky came under criti
cism at the 1977 meeting of the WPA,
which accused him of directing abuses
of psychiatry against dissidents.
The Soviet Psychiatric Association
withdrew from the world organization
in February 1983. The move was thought
to have been made to pre-empt efforts
to suspend or expel the Soviet Union
from the organization.
Since 1982, Dr. Snezhnevsky has
been a member of the Academy of
Medical Sciences and director of its
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - T h e Soviet
Union's newest hero, recently de
corated psychiatrist Dr. Andrei
Snezhnevsky, will never be forgotten
by the thousands of political activists
who were thrown into the Soviet
Union's notorious mental hospitals
largely on the basis of his dubious
theories on schizophrenia.
Although exact figures are un
available, the human-rights group
Freedom House last year estimated
that at least 215 political prisoners
are known to be incarcerated in
Soviet psychiatric hospitals, many of
them for such actions as trying to flee
the Soviet Union, expressing a desire
to emigrate or practicing their reli
gion.
Over half are said to be held in
special psychiatric hospitals usually
reserved for seriously deranged pa
tients or the criminally insane. Some
have been held for over 20 years, as
confinement in mental hospitals can
be for as long as doctors deem
necessary.
The conditions in most Soviet
mental hospitals are horrendous.
Treatment often involves drug the
rapy that, when administered to
healthy people, results in horrible,
incapacitating side effects.
Accounts of these conditions have
appeared in Soviet underground
publications and in books written by
former dissidents now in the West.
Below are excerpts from first-hand
accounts by dissidents who spent time
in the nightmarish world of Soviet
asylums. They are Yosyp Terelia.
an activist in the outlawed Ukrainian
Catholic Church who in the early
1970s, was held in the Sychyovka
Special Psychiatric Hospital and
who just completed a labor-camp
term; Gen. Petro Grigorenko, now in
the West, a founding member of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group who spent
six years in several mental hospitals,
including the infamous Dniprope–
trovske Special Psychiatric Hospital,
and Leonid Plyushch. a cyberneticist
who was also confined in Dnipro–
trovske.

Psychiatric Institute, which provides
treatment and investigates all aspects of
schizophrenia.
In 1974, he was made a Hero of
Socialist Labor, the country's highest
civilian honor. Two years later. Dr.
Snezhnevsky won a state prize for his
work.
"Sluggish schizophrenia"
Perhaps Dr. Snezhnevsky's most
controversial research has been in the
field of schizophrenia, work that ex
panded when he became head of the
Psychiatric Institute in 1962. Accord
ing to most Western psychiatrists
familiar with his work. Dr. Snezhnev
sky's classification of the disease into
three, neatly defined categories —
continuous, in which the illness grows
progressively worse, periodic, charac
terized by episodes of acute illness, and
"sluggish," a very mild form — was based
on shoddy methodology and unsound
clinical principles.

It is the final category, the so-called
"sluggish schizophrenia," that has been
most prominently used in dissident
cases. Dissidents have been diagnosed
as having the disease for such behavior
as putting up a wall poster or trying to
escape to the West, actions that experts
in the West have argued are hardly
psychotic and could even be considered
normal.
Among well-known dissidents sub
jected to confinement in mental hospitals
for their political activities were Ukrai
nians Yosyp Terelia, Gen. Petro Gri–
gorenko and Leonid Plyushch, as well
as Vladimir Bukovsky, labor activist
Aleksei Nikitin, now dead, and, more
recently, peace activist Sergei Batovrin,
now in the West.
It is widely believed that Dr. Snezh
nevsky was personally involved in a
number of famous dissident cases,
including that of Mr. Plyushch, biolo
gist Zhores Medvedev and Gen.
Grigorcnko, a founder of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group.

Dissidents recount nightmare
of Snezhnevsky's bedlam
Atop the exit gate a large sign was
posted with these words written in
blood-red letters: "To freedom with a
clear conscience." This, in a special
concentration camp for the mentally
ill! Five rows of barbed wire, two
fences with watchtowers. dogs, ex
terior and interior guards with auto
matic weapons. Eleven large, twostory barracks for the "zeks," or, as
they also call them, "psychos."
Psychos are separated into the poli
ticals and the criminals - the crimi
nals are those who are on the road to
correction, while the politicals are
those who still have to be "correct–
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ed," or simply killed. A criminal, a
double murderer (he killed a woman
nine months pregnant) was released
from Sychoyovka after one year, while
"the slanderer," V. Zhuk stayed for
five years... In Sychyovka there are
close to 300 politicals.

What is Sychyovka? It is what
would have been the envy of Dante
for characters and description of
scenes from hell...
The orderlies would beat and
otherwise mistreat the "psychos" for

Soviets seek end
to Afghan battle
NEW DELHI. India - Western
diplomats here said on May 22 that
reports from Afghanistan indicate the
Soviet Union is seeking to end weeks of
fighting between its forces and insur
gents in a key valley north of Kabul, the
Afghan capital, reported The New York
Times.
The diplomats said a Soviet delega
tion arrived in Kabul on May 11 to
establish contact with the chief of the
insurgents, who have been in control of
the strategic Panjshir Valley, 50 miles
north of the capital.
So far, the reports said, it appears
that no contact has been made.
Ahmad Sha Massoud, the insurgent
chief, was reported to have recently
declared a five-day cease-fire so the
combatants could collect their dead.
The Soviet forces are believed to have
suffered heavy casualties. Some reports
put the death toll at more than 500.
(Continued on page 16)
any reason at all, especially the Jews.
From 1972 on, secret persecution,
mistreatment and beatings of Jews
were sanctioned by camp and prison
administrations. If we. Ukrainian
nationalists, were until recently con
sidered "spies," we now became
"Yids." for "Yids" want only the
"destruction" of the country. Parcels
sent to the "psychos" were confis
cated. For laughs, they would force
the sick to eat live frogs. They raped
the sick and thus satisfied their own
sexual needs - and all for laughs!...
In 1965. the brigade leader of the
orderlies of Section Three killed
Surganov, a patient, with a hammer
because he had asked for permission
to go to the lavatory...And what
happened? The murderer was trans–
(Continued on page 14)
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Gen. Petro Grigorenko was held in the Chcrnyakhovsk Special Psychiatric Hospital.

Yosyp Terelia
On December 8, 1972,1 arrived at
the special psychiatric hospital.
Institution Zhl^h Ya 0 100/5. in
Sychyovka.

The notorious Sychyovka SPH, where Yosyp Terelia was^ tortured. ,.vwv.-wvwxw.. ,–,
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Ukrainian Museum says it plans
to keep collecting photographs

Dr. Savaryn to address
Mary Beck testimonial

sized the importance of preserving
photographs as a historical record of
the life and development of Ukrainian
communities in diaspora.
The museum has assured donors that
the prints will be processed by a professional for permanence and protection, and stored to ensure maximum
life.
It is imperative that the photographs
The museum is seeking materials submitted he properly identified to
related to all aspects and eras of Ukrai- include: names, dates, place, occasion,
nian as well as Ukrainian American life. and if available, photo credit.
The photographs that are donated to
The museum particularly seeks photographs in the following categories: the museum will become the property of
landmarks of the Ukrainian American the museum. Those individuals who
community (buildings, churches, schools, would prefer to lend their photographs
as well as commemorative plaques, are assured that a copy of the original
street signs, storcfroms, etc.); family will be filed with the museum and the
activities (weddings, christenings, original will be returned to the owner.
funerals, holiday celebrations: emigra- Photographs should be sent to: The
tion photos): various social and cultural Ukrainian Museum, 203 Second Ave..
activities as well as events of historical New York. N.Y. 10003.
importance (youth activities, festivals,
choirs, dance ensembles, sport events;
lectures, conferences, meetings: reunions: demonstrations): prominent
indiuduals in various fields; photographic reproductions of posters, paintings, drawings, sculptures as well as
NEW YORK - The ODUM-spon–
objects of material culture relating to sored bandura workshop, which was
any aspect ol the Ukrainian past and scheduled to be held from July UI4at
documents (originals or copies) of the Verkhovyna Resort in Glen Spcy.
historic importance.
N.Y., has been canceled due to circumIn appealing to parishes, institutions stances beyond ODUM's control.
and organizations as well as private
ODUM apologizes for any inconindividuals, the museum has empha- venience this change may cause.

DETROIT - Members of the Detroit Ukrainian Community Committee
honoring 50 years of community and
political services by Mary V. Beck were
pleased to learn that Dr. Peter Savaryn.
current president of the World Congress of Free Ukrainians, has agreed to
deliver a testimonial address at a June
17 banquet.
Dr. Savaryn will be making his first
appearance in the Detroit area and has
expressed a sincere gratification for an
opportunity to meet midwestern Ukrainians. .
In addition to Dr. Savaryn, the Very
Rev. Andrew Beck; dean of the Pittsburgh Ukrainian Orthodox Deanery
and Ms. Beck's brother, will be attending the honors. Christina Romanna
Lypecky, mezzo-soprano, and Jarema
Cisaruk, baritone, will provide favorite
Ukrainian songs.
The function will take place at St.

NEW YORK
The Ukrainian Museum, in conjunction with its ongoing
photographic exhibition of Ukrainian
immigration in the United States, has
announced plans to continue to collect
photographs which will become a
permanent collection in its archives.
To date, the museum has collected
over 1,500 photographs.

ODUM cancels
bandura workshop

Saskatoon hosts dance groups
from across the province
SASKATOON, Saskatchewan Representatives of 27 Ukrainian dancing
groups from throughout Saskatchewan
met here at the Sasktanets '84 conference on March 24 and 25 to make
plans for future activity. Conference
participants made a number of key
decisions, including an agreement to
form a provincial dance organization
and to publish a Ukrainian dance
newsletter.
Sasktanets '84 was sponsored by the
Ukrainian Canadian CommitteeSaskatchewan Provincial Council, a
representative and coordinating body
for over 250 provincial Ukrainian
organizations, with the assistance of the
ministry of state for multicultuia!ism in
Canada.
The groups decided that it would be
beneficial to all to establish stronger ties
among themselves. They expressed a
need for a central "clearinghouse"
resource center, a newsletter or dance
magazine dance workshops and improved instructor training. They also
stated that it is important for the
members of the dancing groups to be
well-versed in all aspects of Ukrainian
culture and to express pride in their
heritage.
Presentations were made concerning Dr. Roman Petryshyn delivers keynote
address.
the activity of Ukrainian dance groups in
British Columbia (where 12 groups are has given a very strong incentive for
active). Alberta (80 groups), Manitoba groups to work together in developing
(40 groups), as well as Saskatchewan this particular form of cultural ex(48 groups). In each instance, the trend pression.
towards increased cooperation and coAn organizing committee consisting
ordination was noted.
of representatives from North BattleThe keynote speaker. Dr. Roman ford, Prince Albert, Preeceville, Mea–
Petryshyn of Edmonton, added that charh and Regina was formed in order
Ukrainian dance in Canada has become to coordinate the follow-up on cona major cultural industry involving ference recommendations. In addition,
eight to 10 thousand people directly and each group present chose a newsletter
generating in cash flow of between S2-3 representative, and three co-editors
million annually. The increased scope Barbara Gulka. Merle Maximiuk. arrd
of Ukrainian dance activity in Canada Iris Skehar.

Mary's Protectress Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral Hall in Squthfield,
Mich. Cocktails will be served at 3 p.m..
with dinner to follow at 3:30 p.m.
Admission is SI5 per person. Tickets
must be purchased in advance frorti
committee members and will not.be sold
at the door.
With a limited capacity in the parish
hall, it is forseeable that there will be
those who will not be able to attend. The
Testimonial Committee is respectfully
requesting non-participants to extend
their regards by donating to the Mary
V. Beck Literary Foundation. All
names of donors will be printed in the
testimonial program booklet. Please
write or call Roman Lazarchuk, financial administrator, for additional information or donations, at 6810 Rosemoni
St.. Detroit, Mich., 48228-(313), 3365486. Make alt checks payable to the
Mary V. Beck Testimonial Committee.

UNA Branch 217 to mark 75th
ROCHESTER. N.Y. - Branch 217
Tickets for the jubilee event are
of the Ukrainian National Association, SI 2.50 per person. Tickets for the dance
the St. Josaphat's Society, will hold a only are S5. Reservations, accompanied
75th anniversary jubilee banquet and by checks payable toTJNA Branch 217
dance on Saturday. June 2 at St. should be forwarded to Stephan Pryj–
Josaphat's School'hall on Ridge Road mak. 120 Teakwood Drive. Rochester.
East and Stanton Lane.
N.Y. 14609 (716) 467-4649: Mr. Prytsaj
The program will begin at 6 p.m.. 61 Claybrook St., Rochester, N.Y.
with cocktails, followed by a dinner and
14609 (716) 482-I640or Stephan Marty–
jubilee program at 7 p.m. Dancing to niuk. 70 Ellinwood Drive. Rochester,
the sounds of the New Horizons or- N.Y. 14622(716) 544-2905.
chestra will begin at 9 p.m.
The officers of the branch include:
A history of the society, which was Stephan Waskiw. president; Mykola
founded in 1908. will be given Dmytro Zawadccky. vice-president; Mr. Marty–
Pryisaj, secretary of the branch. UNA niuk, treasurer; Mr. Pryjmak, financial
Supreme President John Flis will deliver secretary; Mr. Prytsaj, secretary; Ka–
the main address. Entertainment by the tervna Margolych. assistant recording
Forget-me-not duo of Halyna Markiw secretary; Dmytro Margolych. Anna
and Nina Smetaniuk will follow.
t, Waskiw and Marta Prytsaj. auditors.

Obituary

Andrij Priatka, young activist
NEW YORK - Andrij Priatka, an
Mr. Priatka is survived by his wife
activist in Ukrainian youth and student Natalka, parents Paraskevia and Steorganizations, died here on Monday. phan. and brothers Bohdan and Yuriy.
May 21. He was 27.
Mr. Priatka was born on April 22,
1957, in Poland and came to the United
States with his parents when he was 4
years old. As a youngster, he joined
SUM-A, the Ukrainian American
Youth Association, where he remained
active during his young adult lifcin the
capacity of counselor.
He attended St. George Academy in
New York City and went on to New
York University, where he majored in
history and political science and
m,inored in journalism. Mr. Priatka also
pursued a master's degree in history
from the Ukrainian Free University in
Munich. His special interest was 20th
century Ukrainian history.
A one-time member of SUSTA and
former president of TUSM, the Ukrainian Student Association of Michnow–
sky, Mr. Priatka also served as vice
president of the World Conference of
Ukrainian Students, CeSus.
He also belonged to UNA Branches
130 and 204.
Memorial services were held Thursday and Friday, May 24 and 25, at the
Jarema Funeral Home in New York.
The funeral was scheduled for Saturday, May 26, at St. George's Ukrainian
Catholic Church in New York. Interment was at St. Andrew's Cemetery in
South Bound Brook. N.J.

Andrij Priatka
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Interview: Ihor Olshaniwsky talks about famine commission bill
tions in both houses of Congress during the past two
years are diverting attention away .from– concrete
measures such as HR 4459 and S2456. The true test of
a genuine support beyond symbolic gestures on the
famine issue by legislators will be shown in their
endeavors to establish the famine commission.

Ihor Olshaniwsky is head of Americans for Human
Rights in Ukraine, a Newark-based human-rights
group that has branches throughout the United States.
Since last year, his group has been working diligently
to ensure the passage of legislation — HR 4459 and S
2456 — that would create a congressional commission
to investigate the Great Famine in Ukraine (1932-33),
which killed some 7 million people. Mr. Olshaniwsky
talked recently with The Weekly about the status of
the legislation, his efforts on behalf of the bill and
related matters.

WEEKL Y: Are you saying that with the exception
of HR 4459 and S 2456 all other current legislation
pertaining to the Ukrainian famine is largely symbolic?

WEEKL Y: Can you tell us what the status is ofHR
4459 and S 2456 at the present lime?
OLSHANIWSKY: At ihis point there are 90 cosponsors of HR 4459 in the House. Eighteen of the cosponsors are members of the 37-member Foreign
Affairs Committee where the bill is now pending. That
is a tremendous success. Dan Mica, chairman of
Subcommittee on International Operations, will
endeavor to schedule hearings on HR 4459. Congressman Florio also received a letter from Dante
Fascell, chairman of the full Foreign Affairs Committee, suggesting that hearings should perhaps take place
in the Subcommittee on Human Rights and International Organizations. In that particular subcommittee,
five congressmen out,of nine are co-sponsors of the
Ukraine Famine Commission bill, including its
chairman, Gus Yatron of Pennsylvania.
On the Senate side the number of co-sponsors is
growing. At the present time the following senators are
sponsors of the companion famine bill, S 2456,
namely. Bill Bradley (D-N.J.), Frank Lautenberg (D–
N.J.LDaniel Moynihan (D-N.Y.), Dennis DeConcini
(D-Ariz.), Walter Huddleston (D-Ky.), Pete Dome–
nici (R-N.M.), Carl Levin (D-Mich.), Frank Murkow–
ski (R-Alaska), Gary Hart (D-Colo.), Lawton Chiles
(D-Fla.) and James McClure (R-ldaho). A most
significant development has occurred in the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, chaired by Illinois Sen.
Charles Percy; hearings will be held sometime in June
or July. Urging the passage of these bills has been
made by AHRU members through personal visits to
congressional offices and by constituent mail or phone
calls. Our most recent trip to Washington was made on
May 14 where AHRU members, including myself,
spent several days calling on more than 130 congressional and committee offices to gain additional cosponsors and spur action from subcommittee members. 1 would say that the results were very encouraging, but also note that more communication from
constituents would be beneficial. We met with Sens.
Bradley and Lautenberg, plus Reps. Mica and
Torricelli in unscheduled promotions for the famine
bill. -

"The true test of a genuine
support beyond symbolic gestures on the famine issue by
legislators will be shown in
their endeavors to establish the
famine commission."

"Only by learning the hard
lessons of the past can we hope
to prevent recurrences of political genocides in the future."

OLSHANIWSKY: That is correct. The symbolic
resolutions, in the absence of concrete bills like HR
4459 and S 2456. would be important since they focus
attention on issues of interest — although for short
duration and without the lasting impact of a bill. They
serve a good and important purpose, nevertheless,
because when coupled with the active participation of
concerned people, they would help
at least for an
indeterminate period of time - to disseminate facts
about the greatest crime of the century: the Sovietimposed famine in Ukraine.
However, th,e companion bills, HR 4459and S2456.
when passed and made into law. would provide
immeasurable benefits for many years to come. By
becoming law these bills would establish a congressional commission for a period of three years to
study the causes and consequences of the Sovietimposed famine in Ukraine in 1932-33. Upon completion of this study, scholarly publications will be
prepared for use by the U.S. Congress, executive
branch, educational institutions, libraries, media and
the general public.

WEEKL Y: Are there any serious objections to the
bill from any quarters such as the State Department
WEEKLY: Couldyou tell us about other legislation about the way the bill is written?
which is pending in the Congress regarding the famine
in Ukraine? One reads an awful lot about famine
OLSHANIWSKY: We have not heard of any
resolutions, concurrent resolutions, 'and the like. official objections. However, it has been reported to us
What's it all about?
through Sen. Bradley's office that the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee feels that the bill calls for an
OLSHANIWSKY: Although a lot has been written overweighting of Ukrainian Americans to serve on the
in the Ukrainian American press about different commission. This poses no problem here since bills
initiatives by the U.S. Congress, the different types of usually go through some revisions. Asa matter of fact,
legislation should be further explained. Legislative the staffers ,of the Foreign Relations Committee are
measures in the United States Congress can be divided already at work on the language of the bill.
into three different groups and many subgroups.
"It would not surprise.me to hear objections from
There are. for example, simple resolutions — State, where the bill has been referred for comments
statements passed by one of the houses without the which, by the way, are non-binding. When congressional initiatives arise pertaining to Soviet intransiforce of law.
There are concurrent resolutions, statements passed gence, Ukrainian issues, or violations of human rights
by both houses of Congress, also without the force of by Soviets, the State Department often voices its
law. If initiated by the House of Representatives they objections. For example, I have in my possession
would be designated as H.Con.Res. followed by a correspondence from late New Jersey Sen. Clifford
number. If initiated in the Senate the designations will Case about the Department of State's strong objection
(Continued on page 12)
be S.Con.Res. followed by a number. These measures
express the'sense and opinion of Congress.
Measures in the second category are joint resolutions which are statements calling for actions,
something to be done. When passed by the House or
the Senate and signed by the president, they become
law. These measures express the will of Congress.
In the third category are bills. These are measures
introduced in either house of Congress. HR or S before
a bill number indicates that the bill originated in the
House of Representatives or in the Senate, respectively. Identical bills introduced in the House and the
Senate are called companion hills, such as HR 4459
and S 2456. When passed by both houses and signed
by the president of the United States they become the
law of the land. Most of the bills passed require
funding.
I would like to dwell on concurrent resolutions
briefly. For example. H.Con.Res. 111. which was
passed last year by the House, would become a
congressional declaration, if concurred by the Senate.
It would not have the force of law. It merely would
indicate the non-binding opinion of Congress on the
issue of the 1932-33 famine in Ukraine. It does not
require the signature of the president and it is, in a sense,
"The study of Soviet conduct...
a symbolic gesture.
Also in the same category belong S.Con.Res. 70and
is an educational process vital
S.Con.Res. 101 in the U.S. Senate. However, the
introduction of S.Con.Res. 101 by Sen. Alfonse
D'Amato serves merely as a reminder that there is
to our understanding of internasenatorial support for this type ot resolution, since it is
an identical resolution to H.Con.Res. 111, which was
tional dilemmas facing us and
passed by the House and referred to the Senate, where
it has been pending since November 17, 1983, in the
an important part of our national
Senate Foreign Relations Committee for concurrence.
defense."
The phenomena of the introduction of nonbinding, although well-intentioned, famine resolu-
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Ukrainian Weekly
Bedlam's keeper
He was awarded one of his country's highest honors for his research.
Yet, countless thousands have suffered on the basis of his dubious
theories. He has been touted by his country as an important scientist.
Yet, the validity of his diagnostic and clinical techniques have been
challenged as bordering on quackery. Ostensibly a man of healing, his
treatment has included heavy drug therapy that has reduced sane
individuals to babbling incoherence, their bodies wracked by terrible
convulsions.
So, who are we talking about? Is it the notorious Dr. Joseph
Mengele of Nazi Germany, who performed hideous experiments on
healthy people? Close.
We are talking about Dr. Andrei Snezhrievsky, the leading Soviet
psychiatrist, who was recently awarded the Order of the October
Revolution. Dr. Snezhnevsky, it should be remembered, isthe father of
the concept known as "sluggish schizophrenia," a category of the
illness that has been debunked by Western scientists,. who have
challenged Dr. Snezhnevsky's methodology in diagnosing the
"disease." It is this category that has been prominently used in
dissident cases and in other political proceedings against Soviet
citizens.
The cynicism and shoddiness of Soviet psychiatry's conveniently
quasi-scientific approaches is perhaps best illustrated by a look at the
type of people who allegedly suffer from "sluggish schizophrenia"and
other illnesses said to incapacitate the mind. Some are people who want
to practice their religious faith, men such as Baptist Vladimir Khailo,
who was arrested in 1980and placed in the infamous Dnipropetrovske
Special Psychiatric Hospital. Others are people like Vasyl Lutsky, who
was confined in a Ternopil mental hospital for distributing leaflets.
Many, however, are diagnosed as mentally ill simply for expressing a
desire to leave the Soviet Union or for trying to escape its borders, the
thinking being, one supposes, that anyone trying to flee the "workers'
paradise" must be exhibiting abnormal behavior.
Dr. Snezhnevsky, of course, is not alone. Virtually the entire Soviet
psychiatric establishment has adopted his harebrained theories. Those
psychiatrists who do not, like Dr. Anatoly Koryagin who first exposed
the use of psychiatry against dissidents, either end up imprisoned or
studying polar bear behavior somewhere in the Arctic regions.
Even more ominous is the link between Soviet psychiatry and that
country's criminal justice apparatus and the legal system on which it is
based. This complex and sinuous nexus, which allows the government
to blatantly use psychiatry for its own ends, is even more menacing to
non-conformists than the actual diagnoses and pseudo-illnesses,
because it leaves the final judgement as to a person's sanity in the hands
of his persecutors.
We deplore this despicable abuse of a legitimate discipline and recoil
at the apotheosis of the man whose badly muddled concepts underpin
this abuse. But what conclusions can we draw about a state that honors
a man who, like the Nazi Mengele, is responsible for the sickening
tArn,Ant
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TO THE WEEKLY CONTRIBUTORS:
We greatly appreciate the materials - feature articles, news stories,
press clippings, letters to the editor, and the like—we receive from our
readers.
In order to facilitate preparation of The Ukrainian Weekly, we ask
that the guidelines listed below be followed.
" News stories should be sent in not later than 10 days after the
occurrence of a given event.
" Information about upcoming events must be received by noon of
the Monday before the date of The Weekly edition in which the
information is to be published.
' All materials must be typed and double-spaced.
' Newspaper and magazine clippings must be accompanied by the
name of the publication and the date of the edition.
' Photographs submitted for publication must be black and white
(or color with good contrast). They will be returned only when so
requested and accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope.
" Full names and their correct English spellings must be provided.
" Persons who f ;bmit any materials must provide a phone number
where they may be reached during the working day if any additional
information is required.
. MATERIALS MUST BE SENT DIRECTLY TO: THE UKRAINIAN
WEEKLY, 30 MONTGOMERY, ST.. JERSEY CITY, N J . 07302.

From our pages in 1963
"Moscow's onslaught on religion," January 12, 1963.
From everywhere in the USSR reports are filtering through to the effect that the
Soviet government is stepping iin its campaign in its avowed attempt to.destroy all
religions within its boundaries.
A few weeks ago the world press reported a moving petition sent by the
Ukrainian faithful from the town of Pochayiv to Khrushchev protesting against the
persecution and mistreatment of monks in the ancient Ukrainian monastery of
Pochayiv. A copy of the petition was sent to the World Council of Churches, a
world-wide organization of Protestant Churches under American leadership, and
the American press had extensively commented on these barbaric practices
committed by the Soviet police upon the population of Ukraine and other republics
of the USSR.
More recently, a UP1 dispatch from Moscow reported how some 30 Soviet
citizens broke into the U.S. Embassy in Moscow asking protection against religious
persecution. Also through private channels of communication it has been
ascertained that in various sections of Ukraine the Soviet government has been
closing Orthodox churches, even though they were under the patriarchate of
Moscow, which is a functional organ of the Soviet government.
It must be recalled that at the 22nd Congress of the Communist Party strong
resolutions against religion were passed at the instigation of Khrushchev and Co.
According to various reports from the Soviet Union, the Soviet government is
avowedly incapable of coping with the religious situations, and therefore the last
party congress stressed "the necessity of re-education for those who find themselves
in the captivity of anti-scientific religious ideology."The party congress declared that
"the religious point of view must receive in our socialist conditions the most decisive
rebuff."
In his book, "Conversations with Stalin," Milovan Djilas wrote:
"Stalin's successors are continuing his work; the inner structure of their regime is
composed of the same elements, of the same ideas, conceptions and methods which
prompted Stalin... Even today, after the so-called de-Staiinization, one can
unfortunately only reach the same conclusion as in formectimes: those who want to
live and survive in a world which is different to the world created by Stalin, are
obJiged to fight. For Stalin's world has not ceased to exist, it's character and its
power have been preserved unbroken..."
Khrushchev is as anti-religious as was his mentor Stalin.
We recall that last fall the Russian Orthodox Church, with the concurrence of the
Kremlin, had sent two official observers to the Ecumenical Council, and there were
some Catholics of rank who believed that Khrushchev had eased up his antireligious drive and that "peaceful coexistence" was "just around the corner."
But this is not so. Therefore, we cannot but agree with Cardinal Ottaviani, who
rejects any and all possiblity of "coexistence" with the Russian communist tyrants
and atheists and who defends the Ukrainian martyred clergy and their undaunted
leader. Metropolitan Joseph Slipyj who spurned promises of freedom, if he would
only renounce his Ukrainian Catholic Church.
These barbarous attacks of the Soviet government upon religion in the Soviet
Union cast a grave shadow of suspicion on the genuiness of the Russian Orthodox
Church in the USSR and its leader. Patriarch Alcxei, who enjoys the respect and
honor of the Soviet government, which brutally destroys the church of which
Patriarch Alexci is supposed to be the spiritual leader and pastor.

Letters to the editor

St. Volodymyr
not "Vladimir"
Dear Editor:
Soon we Ukrainians will celebrate the
millennium of Christianity as a state
religion in Rus'-Ukraine and the esta
blishment of the Ukrainian Particular
Church (wrongly called by some the
millennium of Christianity in Ukraine).
Of necessity, the name of St. Volo
dymyr will be mentioned. Many people
will use the form "St. Vladimir," in
correctly thinking that "Vladimir" is an
English form of the name.
"Vladimir" is a Southern Slavic form
which eventually was accepted by the
Russians. The Eastern Slavic form, and
consequently the old Ukrainian form of
this name in the time of St. Volodymyr,
was "Volodimer," from which the name
"Volodymyr" developed in the modern
Ukrainian language.
Preparing ourselves for the celebra
tion of the millennium of the Ukrainian
Particular Church, we should keep this
fact in mind and stop using the form
"Vladimir." Let us hope that soon the
name "St. Vladimir Church," which is
used in many of our communities, will
disappear and we shall have only
churches of St. Volodymyr.
Andrew Turctryn
Blopmington, Ind.

Praises book
Dear Editor:

The editors of The Ukrainian Weekly
deserve the many compliments they arc
receiving for the skillfully compiled
book, "The Great Famine in Ukraine."
because it presents a rare and vivid
picture of the indescribable tragedy
which struck our Ukrainian nation in
1932-33. It is factually documented and
effective in delivering its message about
the Ukrainian holocaust/
I am ordering 25 copies to distribute
to the members of the New Jersey
Ethnic Advisory Council so that they
will be fully appraised of the holocaust
inflicted upon the Ukrainian people by
the Soviet Union.
Let all our readers do their share in
distributing this valuable document to
all our American friends.
Enclosed is my donation for the
continuation of this excellent work.
Andrew Keybida
Maplewood. N.J.

Pained by book
Dear Editor:
The famine book was painful to read,
but so informative. Why doesn't the
whole world know about "theunknown
holocaust"?
Rose Peters,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
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The Washington Connection
from THE UKRAINIAN AMERICAN CAUCUS
P.O. Box 23546. Washington. D.C. 20026

In an effort to keep the Ukrainian
American community informed about
the policies, the issues, and the politics
of Washington which affect the community, the Ukrainian American Caucus
(UA C) is inaugurating this column as a
regularfeature in The Ukrainian Weekly. It will include timely information on
subjects of interest to the community at
large including issues of concern. to
particular groups and organizations
within the community.
The items which will be focused on
include hearings, statements, bills and
resolutions in the Congress as well as
policy decisions and statements made
by the administration. The purpose of
"The Washington Connection" is informational, but individuals and groups
are encouraged to express their views to
their elected representatives on any
items of interest or concern.
The UA C welcomes any comments,
suggestions, or questions about the
Rep. Don Ritter
items in the column or about the
Last year. Rep. Mario Biaggi (D–
activities of the UAC. Our purpose is to
serve as an information source for the N.Y.) introduced HR3I05 which would
create an Ethnic Affairs Clearinghouse
community.
within the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), which regulates
Congressional statement radio and television stations. The
Clearinghouse would receive comupdate
plaints and grievances regarding radio
and television programming which
The plight of Ukraine is often raised
unfairly depicts ethnic groups, would
in the Congress in .connection with encourage positive portrayal of ethnics,
other issues. On May 9, during debate and would collect data on the depiction
on HR 5119, the Foreign Assistance of ethnics on radio and television. The
Authorization bill. Rep. Jim Leach (R– bill is before the'House Committee on
Iowa) took to the floor to discuss the Energy and Commerce and is supported
administration's decision to withdraw by 29 co-sponsors. On March 22, Sen.
from UNESCO, the U.N. education Alfonso D'Amato (R-N.Y.) introduced
agency. During his comments, he re- identical legislation. S 2466, in the
ferred to the controversial issue of Senate. It has one co-sponsor and has
human rights vs. peoples' rights. In been referred to the Committee on
connection with the latter, he quoted
Commerce, Science and TransportaLeonard Sussman, executive director of tion.
Freedom House, who stated: "The
Along a similar line. Rep. Annunzio
USSR is the largest violator of peoples'
rights: in the Baltic countries, Afghanis- introduced House Concurrent Resolution
2 last year. The resolution urges
tan, the Ukraine, among the Tartars,
standards in the movie industry on the
the Jews and in Eastern Europe..."
depiction of ethnic, racial and religious
The Soviet decision to boycott the groups and threatens legislative action
Los Angeles Olympics has generated establishing standards if the motion
little concern among members of Con- picture and broadcasting industries fail
gress. Though some members expressed to police themselves. The resolution has
sympathy for Soviet athletes, no sym- three co-sponsors and has been before
pathy was expressed for the Soviet the Committee on Energy and ComUnion. Rep. David Drier (R-Calif.) merce for almost a year and a half.
pointed out that the terrorist groups
Rep. Barbara Kennelly (D-Conn.)
most threatening to the Olympics are
the PLO and the Libyans, both of introduced HR 4800, which would
require
the attorney general to include
whom are supported by the Soviets. He
went on to say: "Maybe it is another in the uniform crime reports informakind of terrorism the Soviets are worried tion describing the incidence of certain
about. I have read reports that several offenses involving the expression of
groups were planning on putting up racial, ethnic, or religious prejudice,
billboards announcing where defectors earlier this year. The bill has 24 cocould go for assistance. Now there is a sponsors and has been referred to the
true act of terrorism - striking fear in Committee on the Judiciary. Rep.
the hearts of all Communist officials." Biaggi recently introduced identical
Rep. Frank Annunzio (D-Ill.) stated: legislation, HR 5566.
On May 3, Rep. William Lehman (D–
"What concerns me the most are statements by some Olympic officials and Fla.) introduced a bill which would
others who indicate that they will try to prohibit the use of federal funds to
get the Soviets to change their minds. compensate any individual who. in
That is exactly what the Soviets want association with the Nazi government
this country to do - kiss their hammer of Germany or a government allied
therewith, participated in the persecuand sickle."
tion of any person because of race,
religion, national origin, or political
Legislation update
opinion. The bill, HR 5575. defines
compensation
as salary, pension, retireDuring House debate on the Foreign
Assistance Authorization bill, HR ment benefits, etc. It has one co-sponsor
5119, Rep. Don Ritter (R-Pa.) sub- and has been referred to the House
mitted an amendment condemning the Committee on Government Operations
"Soviet war against Afghanistan." The and Post Office and Civil Service.
(Continued on page 15)
House accepted the amendment.
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Russification

Samvydav

paper

"ethnocide"

of

The following is an excerpt from
an article titled "Ethnocide of Ukrainians in the USSR" that appeared in
Issue 7-8 of the clandestine Ukrainian Herald, which appeared from
1970 to 1972. The issue was devoted
to Russification, and we include the
material below as part of our periodic
coverage meant to spotlight this
nefarious policy, which threatens to
destroy Ukrainian culture.
Part I
The policy of Russification of the
non-Russians in the USSR has always been an integral part of the
CPSU (Communist Party of the
Soviet Union) internal policy. But in
the last few years it has become even
more intensified.
The 24th Congress of the CPSU
can be considered the beginning of a
new stage in the nationalities policy
of the USSR - a stage iof total
Russification. This congress fully
deserves the name "the congress of
chauvinists and russifiers." Therefore, wc will restrict ourselves exclusively to illuminating those events in
Ukraine which followed this congress.
In Brezhnev's report to the congress we find the "theoretical" justification for the policy of Russification. A new-fangled "theory" about
the emergence of a "new community" - the Soviet people".has
appeared on the scene, and once
again, for the nth time, the
ever-growing role of all that is Russian is emphasized under the guise of

documents
Ukrainians

position. Why was the first blow
directed against the I.viv region?
Because due to certain historical
circumstance's, the western regions of
Ukraine are the least Russified.
Moreover, I.viv is the main scientific,
cultural, and industrial center.of
western Ukraine.
It should be noted that no mention
whatsoever was made in the Soviet
press about the above-mentioned
resolution. After the plenum a
campaign was conducted among
party activists, during which a confidential letter from the Central Committee of the CPSU was read. The
letter stressed the allegation that
Ukrainian bourgeois nationalists in
their subversive activities were exploiting the Ukrainian language as a
means of nationalistic propaganda.
Furthermore, it was explained that
insistent demands for the use of the
Ukrainian language in government
offices, educational institutions, and
in places of employment should be
considered a manifestation of Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism. As can
be seen the forced introduction of the
Russian language is not considered
Russian nationalism. The party calls
this "internationalism."
Gradually, an intense press campaign was mounted, no longerdirect–
ed against so-called Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism, but against nationalistic tendencies, national narrow-mindedness, and against outdated national customs. An avalanche of party resolutions and
directives poured down to subordinate organizations." to educational.

"In step with the general terror in the last
few years, there has been a sharp rise in the
tendency to destroy everything that is
Ukrainian in our historical heritage."
internationalism.
Against the general background of
the intensification of terror during
the post-congress period, the assault
against the national republics stands
out especially.
Taking into account the Ukrainian
SSR's important role in the economic might of the Russian empire, the
main thrust has been directed against
Ukraine.
Guided by the general policy on
the nationality question outlined at
the congress, the party and the KGB
began to move to specific, practical
action.
Already in November, at the plenary meeting of the Central Committee of the CPSU, the secretary of the
Lviv Regional Committee of the
CPU (Communist Party of Ukraine).
Kutsevol, reported on the work of
the regional party organization. In a
resolution adopted at the meeting,
efforts toward the international and
atheistic education of the population
were termed inadequate. Suslov
made the motion for the removal of
Kutsevol from the post of the first
secretary of the Regional Committee. Only the intercession on his
behalf by the first secretary of the
CPU, Petro Shelest, allowed Kutsevol to temporarily remain in his

and scientific institutions.etc. Then a
massive wave of arrests swept the
ranks of the progressive intelligentsia. There were mass dismissals from
work among the creative and scholarly intelligentsia, and purgesamong
students. The scum 61 society was
beginning to rear its ugly head.
The KGB completely slipped out
from under the control of the CPU
leadership. The number of KGB men
and undercover agents increased
sharply.
The head of the republic's KGB,
Viialy Fedorchuk. fired off reports to
Moscow, (chargingj that the leadership of the CPU was not helping the
KGB in carrying out its work effectively. Wolodymyr Shchcrbytsky
and Wolodymyr Malanchuk, pursuing their careerist ambitions, tried to
convince Moscow's Politburo that
Shelest was a nationalistic deviatio–
nist. Under such circumstances, the
Central Committee CPSU saw Shelest as an obstacle to the implementation of their pogrom policy in
Ukraine.
Hie purge of party cadres of the
CPU
The Kremlin overlords did not
(Continued on page 10)
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"May Night"
not differentiate concepts of state from
nationality.
Wrote Engel: "Loeffler was born at
The aforementioned Martin Cooper
thinks that Lcvko's lyrical outpourings Mulhouse in Alsace, a province of
in his love scenes have a charm and an France. Shortly the family moved to the
innocence, a musical naturalness and Russian country town of Smila in the
lack of self-consciousness that were rare province of Kiev. Loefflcr's father
even in 1879. Rimsky-Korsakoff at his worked there for the government.
second opera wasalreadyaskillful,and.
"There also young Martin, on his 8th
in his own way, original choral writer birthday, was presented with a little
and the doublechpruses of villagers and violin. A German musician from the
the "rusalky"arc perfectly planned and Imperial Orchestra in St. Petersburg,
excuted.
who spent his summers in Smila. gave
Cooper argues that Rimsky-Kor– him his first violin lessons." (This took
sakoff's harmony recalls that of Liszt place c. 1869-70 when Mykola Lysenko
rather than Wagner, and in his orches had returned4 from the Leipzig Conser
tration he has always to prefer bright vatory to Kiev to start his diverse
primary colors to the more sophisticated musical and social activities.)
"mixtures" introduced by Wagner. His
"The sojourn in Russia was indelib
music is overwhelmingly scenic, or ly graved in the boy's mind. After more
visual, and demands for its full effective than 50 years these impressions were
ness the movements to stage action, fresh enough to inspire an orchestral'
realistic in the village scenes and fan poem, entitled 'Memories of My Child
tastic in the ballet of the mermaids, with hood - Life in a Russian Village.' In
all those contrasts of color, light and -the composer's words, these memories
shade which the composer skillfully deal more specifically with 'old Russia,
reflects in his orchestration. In every its folk-songs and dances, the chants of
way. this is a young man's opera and the Orthodox Church'." As we shall sec
Rimsky-Korsakoff was never quite to Loefflcr's memories also served his
recapture its unique combination of other Ukrainian work, namely, "Les
nature-poetry, fantasy, and observation Veillees de I'Ukraine" (alter Hohol), a
of character.
suite for violin and orchestra.
After his Ukrainian period, Loeffler's
family moved to Hungary. About 1875,
Important productions
after two years in Switzerland, Loeffler
Rimsky-Korsakoff's "May Night" decided to be a professional violinist.
premiered on January 21, 1880, in St. He set to work under Rappoldi in Berlin
Petersburg at the Mariinsky Theatre and later turned to a master. Joseph
with the part of Mayor sung by bass Joachim. Under the leading teachers of
Fcdir Stravinsky (father of Igor the - Europe Loeffler also became trained in
famous composer), who was of Ukrai composition. By 1882 he joined the
nian descent. In Moscow the opera was newly organized Boston Symphony
presented in 1898 with Sergei Rach Orchestra as violinist. He played with
maninoff conducting and the part ofthe the famous Boston ensemble until 1903
mayor sung by Chaliapine. Later pro when he decided to resign and concen
ductions included those in Prague. trate on composition.
London, other cities, and finally, in
1929 the opera reached Kiev. The score
Musical cosmopolite
was first printed in Leipzig by the
Belayev house, 1893.
In his essay on Loeffler Carl Engel
continued: "Although his development
as a composer falls precisely, into the
Recordings
period of a 'national awakening' in
There exists an old Bolshoi Theatre American music, Loeffler has jealously
recording conducted by Nebolsin on the avoided following any road but his own.
Soviet mono Mclodiva label (D– His music defies classification..."Critics
05404/09, also issued as D-0592, 7) claimed Loeffler, as a composer, be
which at one time was dubbed on' lieved in tonal impressions rather than
in thematic development. He liked to
Vanguard 6006; 8.
Still probably in print is a respectable quote or paraphrase the ancient chants
complete stereo version of "May Night" of the Roman Church and the result was
issued on the Soviet Melodiya in. 1971. like no other music.
The album was reissued on the label
But some influences were isolated in
Deutsche Grammofon (Germany. No. Loeffler: "Baker's Biographical Dic
2709 063) in 1976. In this recording the tionary of Musicians" - Sixth edition
Chorus and the Symphony Orchestra of completely revised by Nicholas Slonim–
the Moscow Radio was conducted by sky (1978) stressed that Loeffler was
Vladimn Fedoseyev. The part of Mayor "brought up under many different
was sung by the eminent Ukrainian bass national forces, — French. German,
Oleksis Krivchenia.
Russian and Ukrainian." For this
reason he is often referred to as a
"musical cosmopolite" with doses of
Charles Loeffler
impressionism.
The next composer who turned to
Hohol's story was an American of
"Nights in Ukraine"
French descent, Charles Martin Loeffler
(1861-1935). Musicologist Carl Engel
In 1891 Loeffler composed a suite for
wrote of him at length in the "Musical violin and orchestra (or piano) which he
Quarterly" (July 1925). From texts titled "Les Veillees dc I'Ukraine"
which follow it becomes clear that both (Nights, in Ukraine or
Ukrainian
Engel and Loeffler himself did not Evenings) after Hohol's collection
distinguish Ukraine from Russia, did "Evenings on a Farm Near Dykanka."
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Initial page of Loeffler's music, scored for violin and piano. Original composer's
manuscript, here printed for the first time. At the top he inscribed in French:" 'May
Night' (after Gogol) composed by Charles Loeffler."
The second movement of Loefflcr's mance were for the most part very good.
work is titled "May Night."
Wrote The Boston Evening Transcript
on November 23: "Loeffler's suite is
Loefflcr's suite, in four extended remarkable, both for the inherent
movements, received its first perfor charm of its themes and the excellence
mance November 20, 1891. in Boston, of its musical workmanship. The
with the composer himself as the violin handling of the orchestra, too, is ad
soloist and the Boston Symphony mirable, although the young composer
Orchestra under the direction of Artur may seem at moments a little by the
Nikisch. one of the top conductors of head with the orchestral riches at his
his day.
command, and rather lavish in his
The reviews of the initial perfor
(Continued on page 12)

Charles Loeffler in younger days when he was a violin soloist
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Panorama of Ukrainian culture in the Big Apple
by Helen Perozak Smindak

A look at

tion "a labor of love," pointed out that New York in a concert version of
history
the museum received 1500 photos but Verdi's "Nabucco," Paul Plishka garThe Ukrainian Museum's highly .could only use 200 because of space nered ovations from the public and high
anticipated photographic exhibition of restrictions — "a Herculean task ol praise from music critics. Donal
the Ukrainian immigration intheUnited selection." He said he believed it was "Hcnahan of the New York Times wrote
States is now open to the public and is essential for people to visit the exhibi- that the "Nabucco" cast had a "tredrawing scores ol" interested viewers to tion because it would give them a more mendously vital Zaccaria in Paul
the museum's fourth floor at 203 Se- meaningful perspective of Ukrainian Plishka:" He said Mr. Plishka. always
cond Ave.
community life in the United States.
in possession of a rich and supple bass,
Evolving from a project initiated
"The exhibit will also help people to has developed into a singing actor of
three years ago, the exhibit "To Pre- appreciate the fact that the tribulations great confidence and ardor, and noted
serve a Heritage: The Story of the and triumphs of our past lOOyearshave that his arias brought a "hot response"
Ukrainian Immigration in the United a bearing on our existence today. I am from the audience.
States," was unveiled on May 19 at a especially hopeful that our young
" The Ukrainian National Women's
reception attended by museum mem- ' people will view this exhibit — it could League of America, meeting this weekbers and officials,' reporters and guest's, very well serve as an inspiration for end at the Grand Hyatt Hotel for its
including a busload of students from the them to continue their involvement in 20th convention, is holding a festive
Ukrainian Catholic seminary in Stam- Ukrainian American community life," luncheon at 2 p.m. today in the Hyatt's
ford, Conn.
he said.
C ballroom, with entertainment by a
The display of 200 black and white
Dr. Kuropas, author of "The Ukrai- vocal ensemble from the Dumka
photographs, seen as the first systematic nians in America," published in 1972, is Chorus. Yesterday's schedule called for
attempt to show the life of the Ukrai- presently completing 10 years'research addresses by UNWLA president Iwanna
nians in the United States, is dedicated on a scholarly work "America's Ukrai- Rozankowsky, convention chairman
to the early immigrants.
nians: Roots and Aspirations," to be Alexandra Kirshak and Dr. Iwanna
Ranging from 1867 to 1983, the published by Harvard University Press Ratych, and a talk on "The Ukrainian
exhibition covers various facets of early next year.
Woman: Past and Present" by Martha
Ukrainian community life and includes
The immigration exhibition, funded Bohachevsky-Chomiak of Washington.
photos of'individuals and groups. The in part by the New York State Council A panel on the future of The Ukrainian
photos are mounted on panels and on on the Arts, can be visited Wednesday
Museum and a cultural workshop with
walls in 10 sections, depicting the through Sunday, I to 5 p.m. Admission
Andrij Dobriansky, Jacques Hnizdov–
American experience, religious, frater- is SI for adults and 50 cents for senior sky and Luboslav Hutsaliuk as particinal, political, and cultural responses, citizens and students.
pants arc included in the three-day
Ukrainian press, Ukrainian American
program. The Grand Hyatt is located at
women, business and professions, in
Park Avenue and 42nd Street, next
defense of America, and from genera- The street fair
door to Grand Central Station.
tion to generation.
" New York artist Anya Farion,
Mayor Edward Koch, shirt-sleeved
The photos and captions are supplewhose work has been exhibited in New
mented by pamphlets, archival mate- as always and with a broad grin on his York, Cleveland. Chicago. Cambridge,
rials and a slide/ tape presentation in face, watched from the side of the stage Mass., Toronto and Winnipeg, showed
English and Ukrainian, providing a and clapped along with the audience in her latest sculptural pieces and drawings
documentary of the history, contribu- time with the music as the Young at the Ukrainian Artists Association
tions and heritage of Ukrainian Ameri- Verkhovyntsi' Ukrainian Dancers per- Gallery from May 6 to 18. The 14
formed during the Saturday afternoon
cans over the past 100 years.
sculptures on display were smooth
Organized by museum director Maria program at St. George's Ukrainian forms in alabaster, steatite and marble,
Shust, guest curator Dr. Myron B. Festival. The mayor greeted the festival ranging in price from S500 to S2.500.
Kuropas of Chicago and Chrystyna throng from the stage and mingled Some 15 charcoal and pencil drawings,
Pevny, the museum's archivist, the briefly with people on the street before mainly figures of athletes, dancers and
exhibition is accompanied by a 100- taking off for another street fair.
Busiest persons at the fair: all the Greek gods, were tagged from S50 to
page catalog (available in English or
SI25. Miss Farion is a graduate of the
Ukrainian) containing almost 300 ladies serving traditional foods, cakes Instituto Statale dell'Arte in Massa,
photographs. The text of the catalog and coffee at several kiosks along Italy, and Manhattanville College in
Seventh Street, and program director
was written by Dr. Kuropas.
Purchase, N.Y.
During welcoming remarks to guests Edward Kaminsky, at stageside, coa Members of the Bavoliak family of
at the reception. Dr. Bohdan Cymba- ordinating the comings and goings of
list), head of the museum's board of dancers, bandurists, vocal groups, McAdoo, Pa., which contributed 150
directors, said many difficulties were soloists and announcers. Balmy weather photos to The Ukrainian Museum for
encountered in preparing the exhibit. brought out large crowds, and festival the Ukrainian immigration exhibition,
But in its search for photographs, the planners dubbed this event "better than held a family reunion after attending the
preview of the exhibit on May 19.
museum was assisted by many people, last year's."
including branches of the Ukrainian
New this year: an invitation to the Among those present were Mr. and
National Women's League of America. public to join worshippers during Mrs. Eli Pronchik of Philadelphia, and
Singled out for special praise by Dr. services in the new but not entirely Zen Yonkovig of Greenwich, Conn.,
Cymbalisty were Miss Shust ("she completed St. George's Church (scafV project/field communications manager
worked day and night"), Mrs. Pevny folding for the painter-decorators is still for Avon Products in New York.
" The work of Ukrainian artists who
("she put her heart and soul into the up inside the church); a performance by
project") and Dr. Kuropas. He also Lydia Krushelnytsky's drama students reside in many countries - Australia.
expressed thanks to Lydia Hladky, in the school auditorium; a festival Argentina, Canada, France, to name a
Maria Sawczak, Alexandra Shust, button, and program bulletins tacked few - can be obtained at reasonable
I.ubov Wolynctz, the Bavoliak family up daily on each kiosk, the idea of prices at the Olga Sonevytsky Gallery,
of Pennsylvania (which contributed 150 Kobasniuk Travel's Varka Bachinsky, 98 Second Ave. The gallery is open daily
photographs from the late I9th century who served as the English-language except Sunday and Monday from 10
period), Agnes Palahniuk of North press and publicity convenor and also a.m. to 3 p.m. For further information,
Dakota, Haiyna Mironiuk of Minne- helped out at the raffle booth manned call 777-1336.
' The appearance of two Ukrainian
sota, Anna and Ivan Nastiuk of Irving- by Tony Shumeyko and Vera Kobaiuk
ton, N.J., as weU as– the Svoboda Shumeyko and Andrew and Dozia teenage dancers on the ABC soap
opera
"General Hospital" as particiUkrainian daily and editor Zenon Lastowecky.
Snyiyk and editor emeritus Anthony
Yaroslava Surmach Mills created a pants in an Old World festival has led
Dragan, the Ukrainian Orthodox Cul- festival logo for use in programs, ads to the discovery that a New Yorker of
tural Center' at South Bound Brook, and festival buttons, and Luba Maziar Ukrainian descent has appeared on the
N.J.. and the Stamford diocese library prepared art work for advertisements show. Adam Gregor (real name Miro–
of the Ukrainian Catholic Church.
and entertainment programs. As in past slaw Krywoszya) was the Russian
Among those involved in preparing years, the festival was directed by the general Yuri in episodes aired last fall.
the exhibition were museum admi- Rev. Lawrence Lavreniuk, with St. Mr. Gregor has appeared in episodes of
nistrator Daria Bayko, Ika Koznarska– George's pastor, the Rev. Patrick "All in the Family," "Hill Street Blues"
and "Days of Our Lives." He was Tor–
Casanova, Lydia Hajduczok, Andrew Paschak, overseeing all activities.
cneva in the NBC Movie of the Week
Bidiak and Oleh and Andrij Danyluk.
"Fantastic World of D.C. Collins" and
Lubov Drazhevska, Vadim–Pavlovsky Around
town
Councilman Ken Joyner in the ABC
and Peter Bejgera.ssistcd in the preparation ol the catalog.
" Appearing at Carnegie Hall on movie "Blue Thunder" and has just
completed
work on another N BC Movie
Dr. Kuropas, who called the exhibi- May 13 with the Opera Orchestra of

Adam Gregor
of the Week. The son of Maria and John
Krywoszya, who immigrated to the
United States from western Ukraine,
Mr. Gregor was born and raised on East
Sixth Street in New York, attended St.
George School, was an active member
of St. George's choir and a member of
the Ukrainian Catholic Youth League.
A graduate of the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts, he now resides in
North Hollywood, Calif.
" In conjunction with the publication of a deluxe monograph on artist
Mykola Nedilko, an exhibit of Nedilko's
work was co-sponsored during the past
week by the Ukrainian Academy of Arts
and Sciences and the Ukrainian Artists
Association. The exhibit at the UAA
gallery, 136 Second Ave., closes today
at 8 p.m. The monograph was authored
by Bohdan Pevny, with the close cooperation of artist Yaroslav Wyzhnyt–
sky, and the assistance of Anatole
Wowk, Markian Tytla, Andrew Mako
and Marta Kolomayets. The book's 60
color photographs are the work of Lev
Hryhoriw, Volodymyr Hrycyn and
Osyp Starostiak.
" Ceramics by Slava Gerulak and
paintings on canvas and leather by
Szaba Zemlenyi are currently on view at
the Mayana et de Ville Gallery; 21 E.
Seventh St. Mr. Zemlenyi's painting,
which reveals a Renaissance influence
with symbolic overtones, is extremely
striking on brown leather dresses and
must be seer, to be appreciated. Also
available at the gallery is a fashionablystyled pink leather dress with cutouts.
The gallery will be open through the
summer.

Chicago,

Chicago

New Yorkers have made guest appearances in recent weeks in that
wonderful town. Chicago, Chicago,
among them Christine Karpevych and
Iwanna Sawycky and Haiyna and
Bohdan Tytla. Miss Karpevych and
Mrs. Sawycky. who appeared on May 5
at St. Volodymyr and Olga Ukrainian
Catholic Church under the sponsorship
of UN WLA Branch 22. presented a
sentimental journey through the past in
song and verse. Mr. and Mrs. Tytla
were at the Plast Center with a threeday exhibit of art work that included
Mrs Tytla's icons and Mr. Tytla's oil
and w;itercolor paintings..

Big Apple

vignettes

' Two members of the Ukrainian
Dancers of Astoria who are motorcycle
enthusiasts caused a good many heads
to turn when they made their way from
the Ninth Avenue Festival to the Seventh
Street fair last Sunday afternoon.
Markian Melnyk and Zenon Werbow–
(Continued on page 13)
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dare to carrv out in one loll swoop a
mass purge of, "the liberal-minded
cadres within the party leadership in
Ukraine, which were led by Shelest.
This could have brought undesirable
repercussions, since Shelest had the
support of the majority of the first
secretaries of the regional commit
tees of the party, among whom only
three were openly hostile: Dekh–
lyaryov in Donctske. Dobryn in
Ivano-Frankivske, and Vatchenkoin
Dnipropetrovske. All the anti-She–
lest men were led by Shcherbytsky.
. The situation was made even more
complicated for Moscow.by the fact
that Shelest. as a member of the
Moscow'Politburo. was supported
by a number of parly leaders in the
national republics, particularly in
(ieorgia. Moldavia, and in others.
Therefore Moscow chose the old
and tried route of underhandedness.
Shelest was urgently summoned by a
telephoned telegram to attend a
meeting of the Politburo. This hap
pened a few hours before it was to
convene. The atmosphere in the
Politburo was charged with open
hostility towards Shelest. He was
even offered the "penal" chair, that
is. the one which is reserved lor those
who attend the meeting for the last
lime. Such is the ritual. He was
informed thai he would take on the
duties of a deputy prime minister.
Shelest was accused of provincialism
and national narrow-mindedness,
which allegedly had given rise to a
nationalistic movement in Ukraine.
Upon leaving the conference room.
Shelest remarked lo his aides: "Every
thing is finished." At this same
meeting Bre/hnev turned to .Shcher
bytsky and said: "Go and take on the
functions of the first secretary."
Shelest was not allowed to leave
Moscow. Apparently the members of
the Politburo feared that he might
erfU a plenum of the CPU. which 61
itself could have been sensational,
although this was highly unlikely.
In fact. Shelest's secret Moscow
arrest began at that time.
Immediately alter his return from
Moscow. Shcherbytsky introduced
himself to the proper parly func
tionaries as the first secretary of the
CPU. although all of this was done in
an atmosphere of complete secrecy.
Shcherbytsky was formally "elected"
first secretary at a plenum of the
CPU on May 25. 1973. Shelest was
not allowed to attend this plenum.
Throughout the second half of
1972 and in the first months of 1973
various slanderous rumors were
being circulated against Shelest.
accusing him of fostering the growth
of corruption in the republic. The
following fact is typical of what went
on:
Two anti-Jewish pogroms were
organized by the KGB in March and
May of 1972 near the synagogue in
Kiev, actions which Shelest's enemies
in the CPU leadership and the KGB
tried to use lor their foul purposes.
They spread rumors among the
Jewish population that Shelest was
the initiator ol these pogroms. At the
same time, in an attempt to stir up a
wave of anti-Semitism among the
Ukrainians, the KGB spread the
myth that the Jews were allcgcdlv
demanding the creation of an auto
nomous Jewish republic in Ukraine,
at the very time that Jews were
actually demanding the right to
freely emigrate to Israel and to have
their national and cultural needs
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satisfied. Nevertheless, this lime the
plans of the chauv inists were thwart
ed: they failed to drive a wedge
between Jews and Ukrainians, to
start, in this way. a wave of anta
gonism between them.
Alter Shelest's deportation out of
Ukraine there began a massive purge
ol parly cadres. One after the other.
Shelest's Supporters in the Central
Committee of the CPU and the
regional committees were removed.
One ol the first to be ousted from his
post was Ovcharcnko. the Central
Committee of the CPU's secretary
for ideological matters. In his .place.
Brezhnev and Suslov demanded the
appointment of a known Ukraino–
phobc and fierce Russian chauvinist,
the careerist Wolodymyr Malanchuk
(this happened just after he had an au–
dience with Bre/hnev and Suslov).
The first secretary of the Regional
Committee of Poltava. Mu/hytsky.
was sent into retirement and replaced
by Morhun, the former cadres in
spector of the Committee Central of
the CPU (a KGB position). In pass
ing, we want to mention that the
Poltava Region is the least Russified
of the regions of Left-Bank Ukraine.
A whole series of retirements,
various job transfers, and "promo
tions" like the one Shelest received
went into effect. The purge went into
full swing after the April 1973 ple
num of the CPU. which focused on
cadres. In 1973 the Higher Party
School of the Central Committee of
the CPU was dealt a really devastat
ing blow. Thirty-four of its lecturers
were fired, among them Chykalyivk.
the head of the school. A number of
students were dropped from the rolls
and the whole curriculum was re
worked anew with a full turn towards
dogmatism.
At the regional, city and district
committee levels of the party, 25
percent of the secretaries in charge of
ideology matters were replaced.
At the Politburo in Moscow voices
were heard to even expel Shelest
from the party completely and to
subject him to severe censure in the
press. The proponents of unobtru
sive action won. After the April
plenum of the Central Committee of
the CPSU Shelest was sent into
"retirement." At present, he is under
house arrest and the KGB is keeping
a strict watch on members of his
family.
At the so-called party activists'
meetings. Shelest was put up for
sensure for "nationalistic"devia
tions. In general, intcr-party infor
mation has lately been subjected to
severe control and reaches down only '
as far as the leaders of the district
committees, in the form of instruc
tions as to practical tasks to be
performed: then thecirclecloses.The
party masses are fed only general
declarative statements. In the opinion
of the ruling party clique, the rank–
iind-file party rnembers should not
know what goes on in the "firstcircle."
One of the last of Shelest's Mo
hicans to fall was Kutsevol. the first
secretary of the Regional Committee
of l.viv. He went at the end of 1973.
At the personal directive of Bre/h
nev. Kutscvol's place was taken by
Dobryk. the former first secretary of
the Regional Committee of IvanoFrankivske. a zealous Russificr, an
adherent of the KGB'scruel activities
and a careerist.
At one of the first meetings of the
executive of the Regional Committee
of the party, in December 1973.
Dobryk declared that the party had
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assigned him lo this post to rectify
the mistakes that the previous leader
ship of the regional committee had
allowed. The new secretary empha
sized that the Lviv Regional Com
mittee had not really been following
the resolutions of the April plenum
of the Central Committee of the CPU
with respect to selection and assign
ment of cadres, and that his pre
decessor had limited himself more to
verbal pronouncements.
In characterizing Shelest and his
adherents. Dobryk stressed that
serious errors had been made in the
area of the training of cadres in
Ukraine, that through Shelest's fault
there were deviations from the party
line with regards to the internationa
list education of workers (read.
"Russification") in the republic and
that if it had not been for the decisive
actions of the Central Committee of
the CPU, within the next five years
there could have been in Ukraine a
recurrence of the C/.echoslovakian
situation of 1968;- furthermore, She
lest paralyzed the work of the Coun
cil of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR
and had behaved insufferably to
wards Shcherbytsky. He illustrated
this with an example: One time
Shelest had asked Shcherbytsky why
he was not allocating enough funds
for various kinds of publishing
activities and for the printing of
books. After Shcherbytsky's answer
that the allocation of funds here is
centralized (that is, came from Mos
cow) and that, moreover, enough
was being alloted. Shelest called
Shcherbytsky an ignoramus and
declared that Shcherbytsky just
didn't want to work.
Dobryk did not forget to remind
everyone how he had been warned in
the Central Committee of the CPU to
mind his own business when he had
objected to the showing of the movie
"Bily pt,akh z chornoyu oznakoyu"
("The 'White Bird with a Black
Sign") but that he, Dobryk, had
remained an unerring Communist
and had denounced this thrust against
him belore the Politburo of the
Central Committee of the CPSU.
It is noteworthy that the purge of
party cadres in Ukraine was numeri
cally the highest in all of the USSR. It
can be compared only to the purges
of the 1930s. In contrast to the purges
of the 1930s, however, it is even more
markedly anti-Ukrainian in character
and is being carried out in an
atmosphere of strict secrecy under
the guise of staff reshufflings. retire
ments, removal from top positions
due to ill health, a campaign against
corruption, etc.
The destruction of historical
monuments
Within the overall framework of
the policy of Russification. the
occupiers assign an important place
to the destruction of historical and
cultural monuments of Ukraine's
past.
All of this is done for the purpose
of destroying that which the genius of
the Ukrainian people has created
throughout the centuries.
In step with the general intensifi
cation of the regime's terror in the
last few years, there has been a sharp
rise in the tendency to destroy every
thing that is Ukrainian in our histo
rical heritage.
The Society for the Protection of
Historical and Cultural Monuments
was given a directive to concentrate
its attention mainly on the preserva
tion of the so-called historicalrevolutionary monuments, as well as

the monuments dedicated to the
"liberators." Special attention is
given to Lenin's monuments. In 1973 more than 100 Ukrainian
cultural monuments were taken off
the list of the society. The majority of
them were churches. With regard to
many registered monuments, nothing
is done with them except that ex
planatory plaques are attached. Here
'are some examples:
The church of St. Paraskevia in
the village of Kosmach in the IvanoFrankivske Region is falling apart.
For years now. the villagers of
Kosmach have been asking that the
church be restored. This church is a
unique monument of Hutsul wooden
architecture of the 18th century (it
was built in 1718 with funds provided
by a villager. Matviy Vatamanchuk.
about which there are documents in
Lviv's State Museum of Ukrainian
Art.). Its existence has been recorded
in the documents on art by D. Sh–
cherbakivsky (in his "Ukrainian
Art," Kiev-Prague: 1926) as a monu
ment of 18th century architecture
and sculpture.
After numerous letters written by
the Kosmach inhabitants to various
Soviet agencies, and also after the
enthusiast V. Bobiak gathered the
signatures of 20 Ukrainian writers
asking to have the church included
on the list of historical and cultural
monuments (the name of O. Dov–
bush is tied to this church; it was here
that his opryshky were blessed), after
numerous trying experiences that
"Bobiak underwent in various republi
can establishments, the republican
Society for the Protection of Monu
ments' finally conducted an inspec
tion of the church.
The senior consultant of the
society, V. Skvarchevska, and re
search professors of historical studies
Kompan and Hrabovctsky. wrote a
detailed description of the church
and gave it unusually high marks for
its artistic value. The central republi
can office of the society recommend
ed that the regional branch should
include the church on its list and
hang a protective sign on it. The
KGB would not allow the plaque to
be hung and began to terrorize
Bobiak in various ways. The director
of the local school. Dediukh, a KGB
protege who constantly terrorizes the
teachers and villagers of Kosmach.
bragged that he would burn down the
church himself, and if he wouldn't be
abel to do it. then it would rot.
because the restoration of a church in
which the bandcrivtsi took the oath
of loyalty and had their weapons
blessed should not be allowed.
In November 1971, Lviv's restora
tion bureau sent skilled workers and
materials for the restoration of the
church. Dediukh called the KGB
men in Kosiv. who came and chased
the artisans away, telling them never
to appear in Kosmach again. (We
remind the reader that Kosmach,
Sheshory, and other villages of the
Hutsul area are under the police
regime of the KGB, and all those
coming into a village must report
immediately to the village administra
tion to register.)
The central republican office of the
society has become silent and does
not reply to Bobiak's letters. As this
example is so very typical, we have
described the incident involving the
church in Kosmach in detail so that
the reader may have a more complete
picture of how Ukraine's spiritual
heritage is laid to waste.
(To be concluded)
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From here to fraternity:
the choice to be Ukrainian
States. Of the 9,300 non– Ukrainians Maria explained.
who speak Ukrainian in the U.S., 25
Those ties were strengthened by
percent are of German-Austrian an- frequent visits with her cousins from
cestry, 19 percent are of West European Switzerland. So where did her spirited
ancestry, 17 percent trace their roots to Ukrainian identity come from?
countries in the Soviet Union excluding
Maria's lifestyle changed dramatically
Ukraine, 14 percent are of Polish when she started dating her first busancestry, 12 percent are of other Eastern band, the late Rev. Yevhen Krywolap.
European ancestry, 13 percent trace
"Our first date was an Easter service
their ethnic background to other areas, at the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in
including North America.
Philadelphia. It touched me on so many
What kinds of experiences would different levels: I went expecting a 60inspire a non-Ukrainian to learn the minute service; instead, 1 got four
Ukrainian language, and in many cases, rigorous hours of prayer, chanting and
espouse Ukrainian culture more fer- a ritual never before encountered. Being
vently than many Ukrainians? In search a portrait artist, 1 was particularly
Marie Telepneff
of common characteristics shared by intrigued by the faces of the parishiothis segment of our community, I inter- ners," she recalled.
viewed several individuals of various
by Marta Korduba
The iconostas, the images of the
ethnic backgrounds who have become icons, the singing, all left an idelible
Not long after the first Ukrainian an integral part of the Ukrainian Ame- impression on Maria. She was warmly
immigrant unpacked his bags in Ame- rican mainstream.
embraced by the local Ukrainian comrica, the fear of loosing the Ukrainian Marie Telepneff: "love goes a long munity, and by the Krywolap family.
identity in the Anglo-American melting
"1 used to wear a long, thick braid at
way."
pot gripped Ukrainian parents, clergy
the time. My wholesome, pseudo-Slavic
and community leaders.
appearance
helped," she quipped.
The ebullient, 32 year old blonde,
One of the advantages of living in a blue-eyed daughter of Swiss immiAs her relationship with Yevhen
non-Ukrainian society, however, has grants, Marie Telepneff (nee Peretti) deepened, Maria's fascination with
been the opportunity of sharing the interlaces English with Ukrainian as Ukrainian culture peaked.
Ukrainian cultural heritage with non- adeptly as any first-generation Ukrai"Yevhen always supported my inteUkrainians. Indeed, a growing number nian American.
rest in Ukrainian things, but I never felt
of non– Ukrainians has adopted the
Her strikingly Slavic-like features do pressured by him. or his family to
Ukrainian language, culture and com- not betray her Germanic roots, nor does 'become Ukrainian,' " she said.
munity as its own. Data has not yet been the decor of her apartment, best des"I would Often wonder," Maria
compiled which would indicate how cribed as a cross between early church continued, "what is it all about? How
many Americans of non– Ukrainian Byzantine and 20th century Ukrainian could anyone feel so deeply about
ancestry consider themselves a part of knick-knack.
something that's not a part of one's
the Ukrainian Americanfold. However,
Maria, as she is now called by most daily culture? Yevhen would sing the
demographer Oleh Wolowyna (Univer- friends, described her father as a Swiss old kozak ballads, accompanying himsity of Wisconsin) noted that according nationalist. Her parents arrived in the self o'n the bandura, and cry. I mean,
to the 1980 US Census Bureau report, United States in the 1930s in pursuit of talk about-Ukrainian 19th century
9,300 people of non– Ukrainian ances- the American dream. "My parents blues! Yevhen felt that it came from
try speak Ukrainian in the United always stressed our Swiss ethnicity," within; he said that this inner sense of

U

continuity, that soulful link to the past
was transferred to him from his father."
Maria grew up with a strong Roman
Catholic identity; her childhood memories read like the screenplay for "The
Sound of Music." Her evenings were
spent praying with the neighboring
nuns who became her closest childhood
friends. She herself considered entering
the convent. However, after Vatican II,
Maria grew increasingly disillusioned
with the changes which took place in the
Church.
"Orthodoxy offers what I felt was
remiss about the Roman Catholic
Church," she said. "The Orthodox
ritual provides a liturgical fullness
which is absent from other rites. Nevertheless, converting to Orthodoxy required much soul-searching. I couldn't
convert to Orthodoxy out of convenience, simply because my husband
was an Orthodox priest."
Maria continued: "1 concluded that
being Ukrainian is composed of many
things: it's not just the religion or the
culture or being born to Ukrainian
parents; it's a complex combination of
'many elements. 1 found that 1 was very
compatible with the Ukrainian culture
and value system. Tradition and order
are very Germanic values. Ukrainian
culture and Orthodoxy provide an
order, a fullness which I could easily
relate to. My parents feel very comfortable about my involvement with
Ukrainians, they always took forward
to attending Ukrainian church and
cultural activities. They never considered being Ukrainian as something'off
the wall' — it's a familiar enough link to
the European way of life to be very
acceptable to them.
"Language is vital in understanding a
people. Although 1 felt self-conscious at
first, and sometimes, I still do, I try to
speak Ukrainian as often as I can," she
said.
(Continued on page 16)

UIA hosts celebration of
Easter around the world
NEW YORK
An "Easter Around
the World" celebration, attended by
over 500 people from countries around
the world, was held at the Ukrainian
Institute of America here on Friday.
April 27.
In honor of this occasion. Andrew
Stein, president of the borough of
Manhattan, issued a proclamation

Lydia Savoyka accepts proclamation
from Andrew Stein.

declaring the day "Easter Around the
World Day." He presented the proclamation to Lydia Savoyka. director of
community services lor the UIA and
chairman of'the Easter festival.
The international Easter festival
consisted of three parts: a concert of
Easter and spring songs and dances of
many nations: an artistic display of
exhibits depicting the way various
peoples observe Easter; and a buffet
featuring traditional Easter foods of
many cultures.
Walter Nazarewicz, president of the
Ukrainian Institute of America, welcomed the audience to this second of the
institute's series of "cultural interchange" programs, the first of which
was "Christmas Around The World"
held last December. Following Mr.
Nazarewicz's remarks, Ms. Savoyka
thanked everyone who had made this
very successful undertaking possible.
Laryssa Laurel, the well-known
actress, then introduced the presentations of the various cultural committees
who presented their Easter traditions in
song and dance.
Communities participating in the
program were: Argentinian: Los Gau–
chos De Juenes (Argentinian Folk
Dance Group); Chinese: Emmy
Pai, who sang a Chinese Easter song;
Ecuauonan: tcuadorian Girls Choir
under the direction of Raul Barrios;
Egyptian: choir members of St. George
and St. Shenuda Coptic Orthodox
Church in Jersey City. N.J., who chanted Coptic Easter hymns; Filipino: Elrod
Choral Group; Greek: Choral Group of

Tables laden with Easter fare from around the world
the Cathedral School of the Greek Mathy Neda, soloist, who performed a
Orthodox Archdiocesan Cathedral of Tamil Easier dance.
the Holy Trinity in New York, who sang
The Ukrainian portion of the prohymns of the Greek Easter liturgy; gram, which was the first presentation,
Italian: Franciscan Friars Choral Group consisted of two separate musical offerwho sang Italian Easter songs; Polish: ings. Hahilky were presented by the
Polish-American Folk Dance Com- children of St. George Ukrainian Capany under the direction of Stanley tholic School of New York under the
Pelc; Russian: Choir of St. Sergius direction of Daria Genza and "Ves–
Russian Orthodox Church in Glen nianky" by Lavrentia Turkewicz, vocal
Cove, N.Y., under the direction of its soloist and bandurist.
choirmaster, Nicholas Miro; Slovenian:
At the concl usion of the concert,
Zvon Slovenian Singing Society, which everyone went to a special room housing
performed Easter hymns of Slovenia the Easter displays. Over a dozen tables
under the direction of Armin Kurbus; depicted the particular Easter traditions
and Tamils from Sri Lanka: Bharatha– and customs of the ethnic/national
natyam (Tamil dance group) with
(Continued on page 16)
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"May Night"
(Continued from page 8)
coloring. The solo part might easily
have been given more prominence be
being shown against a more neutral
background. Still one can hardly
quarrel with a composer-virtuoso Tor
voluntary self-effacement. Mr. Loeffler
played admirably as ever and was
admirably seconded by the orchestra.
Composition and performance were
equally, and highly, enjoyable. Bravis–
simo!"
Today we would agree that Loeffler's
"Nights in Ukraine" is a major work by
a major composer but. strangely
enough, this composition became neg
lected and. to the best of my knowledge,
was last performed in 1899.
(To be concluded)

Whereabouts...
(Continued from page 2)

cation that criminal measures had been
initiated against Ms. Bonner. though it
left unclear whether she had been
arrested.
"Crossing the boundaries which under
Soviet law no one is allowed to over
step, she should have knon what the
consequences could be," Izvestia said.
"As is known. Sakharov was punished
for, his anti-socialist activity. At the
present time law enforcement organs
have taken measures envisioned by law
in connection with Bonner."
The length of the Izvestia article and
its prominent position in the official
organ of the Soviet government reflect
ed the importance the Soviet authori
ties have placed on the Sakharov
controversy, the Times said.

Interview...

(Continued from page 5)
to the creation of the Congressional Helsinki Com
mission. Although high-ranking officials are appoint
ed by each new administration to the State Depart
ment, middle and lower echelon bureaucrats are civil
service employees whose attitudes are slow to change.
The State Department also jealously guards its sphere
of influence and more often than not resents congres
sional actions that may interfere with its conduct of
international relations. That the Department of State
would object to the establishment of a commission on
the Ukraine famine is almost a foregone conclusion.
Thank God for the separation of powers.
WEEKLY: Why should legislators be concerned
with a famine in Ukraine that happened over 50 years
ago. let alone create a congressional commission to
study it?
OLSHAN1WSKY: There are many reasons why the
commission should be established. One vaiid reason is
to prevent a Soviet cover-up from prevailing in the
recorded history of mankind. Besides, the old men of
the Kremlin are still in power. These are the men who
in their youth were the perpetrators of this horrible
crime against mankind. We must pinpoint the inner
workings of our present-day adversary in order to
develop a foreign policy toward the Soviet Union
without illusions. Only by learning the hard lessons of
the past can we hope to prevent recurrences of political
genocides in the future.
WEEKl. Y: Would the famine commission's sole
purpose he to collect, testimony from eyewitness
survivors of the famine?
. OLSH AN IWSK Y: As I envision it. that would only
be one pan ol the study. There are many outstanding un
answered questions. For example, what did the United
States know about the famine that began in 1932? In
І933 the United States gave official recognition to the
USSR. One portion of the study would be devoted to
demographic science: in another, detailed analyses
would be made of pronouncements by the Soviet
leaders in regard to the famine. News reports and
articles in the Soviet and world press would be studied.
WEEKLY Although there is no denying that a
commission such as this would greatly benefit
Ukrainians by filling a historical gap and by bringing
о the attention of the world the greatest tragedy of this
entury. how would this study benefit the American
public?
OLSHANIWSKY: I could list dozens of reasons
why this commission on the Ukrainian famine would
bring benelits to the people of the United States. First
.if all, as Americans we promulgate the principles
upon which this great country was founded —
principles ol democracy, freedom, human rights and
human dignity. We learn immensely from the studies
of the Na/i-imposed holocaust the Armenian
genocide but we must also gain an adequate know
ledge of the Soviet uses of genocide as a political tool,
hoping that we might protect mankind from a
repetition ol these atrocities. Elie Wiesel, a survivor of
Nazi concentration camp in Auschwitz, said that
"memory is our shield, our only shield."Congressman
James Florio. who introduced the Ukrainian Famine
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Mystery., і
(Continued from page 1)
with the rise of dissent, Mr. Anto–
nenko-Davydovych fell out of offi
cial favor, and he signed numerous
appeals and protests, most notably
the "appeal of the 139" to Leonid
Bre/hncn in 1968. which was signed
by scores of leading Ukrainian in
tellectuals.
In later 1968. Mr. Antonenko–
Davydovych's second wife, Hanna
Antonivna, died at age 53 in a
psychiatric hospital, where she had
been confined for some time because
of mental illness. The couple, who
met when Mr. Antonenko-Davy–
dovych was in exile, had one son,
Yevhen. who was sentenced around

Commission Bill in the House of Representatives,
stated that a complete study and analysis of the
Ukraine famine is so crucial to not only understanding
a part of the history of mankind but also to ensure
that such tragedies never again occur. Civilized
nations must always be willing to review and
remember not only the glories of the past, but also its
horrors, if we are to prevent their recurrence.
From a practical point of view, the study of Soviet
behavior and its methods js of paramount importance
to ail of us. In a democratic country like ours it is a
near impossibility to develop a foreign policy without
the support of the general public. The study of Soviet
conduct and the nature of the Soviet system is an
educational process vital to our understanding of
international dilemmas facing us and an important
part of our national defense. Only through a wellinformed American public can we develop a reliable
long-term national policy toward the Soviet Union.
WEEKL Y: One of our readers, in a letter-to-the–
editor. wrote that in view of today's enormous federal
deficit, the Ukrainian famine study should be
conducted by private group with private funds. Could
you state your position on this?
OLSHANIWSKY: I believe that the American
public needs an impartial study with'unbiased
conclusions. One cannot suppose that a study
conducted by Ukrainian American groups with its
own funding would have the same recognition as a
congressional study. Furthermore, the bill provides
the congressional commission with subpoena powers,
a call to all available eyewitnesses, and access to the
archives of all government agencies.
WEEKL Y: According to our knowledge there are
also some people who are suggesting that the cost of
the commission, in the face of massive federal deficits,
may influence many legislators not to become
sponsors of the Ukrainian famine bill.
OLSHANIWSKY: 1 do not believe that this is the
real reason for their lack of support. These people are
attempting to mask the issue. I believe that some of
them think that placating the Soviet Union will
somehow improve its international behavior: they do
not want to rock the boat. It was conveyed to me that
one congressman admitted that, although not a
supporter of the Soviets, he nevertheless would not
want to offend them by supporting the famine
commission. It might be added that he was one of two
congressmen who refused to condemn the Soviet
Union for shooting down the Korean civilian airliner.
Reacting to the Soviet government's methods, deeds
and strategies. 1 am not about to criticize those in our
government who believe in a strong defense: however,
і do not believe that our defense should consist solely
of building up military hardware. When one hears a
mind-boggling figure of S277 billion to be spent for a
military build-up. the question arises of how much we
intend to spend for studying and learning the ways of'
our adversaries. I am convinced that the benefits of the
congressional commission on the Ukraine famine
would far exceed the costs involved.
The costs of the commission would probably be in
the range of S3.5 to S5 million. The federal taxes from
a very small portion of Ukrainian American taxpayers
in one year would cover the entire costs of the
commission. This money wouiu oe spent for educa
tional purposes which would be of benefit to all
Americans. Paraphrasing the words of John F.

his mother's death to four years in a
labor camp for criminal activities'.
It was first believed that Yevhen.
who previously served a term from
1971 to 1976. had been, arrested on
political charges, but it was" later
confirmed that he has had a history
of criminal behavior.
After the death of his wife. Mr.
Antonenko-Davydovych was hoping
to marry Mykailyna Kostiubynsky.a
53-year-old literary scholar and niece
of the great Ukrainian writer Mykhailo
Kotsiubynsky (1864-1913). accord
ing to sources. The wedding, how
ever, never took place, partly because
of Mr. Antonenko-Davydoyych.'s
failing health, but also possibly
because of the certification that the
author was no longer responsible for
his actions, the sources said.

Kennedy, American citizens of Ukrainian descent
have never asked what the United States can do for
them, but what they can do for our country.
WEEKLY: Could you tell us about your organiza
tion, Americans for Human Rights in Ukiaine, and
your involvement with the famine commission bill?
OLSHANIWSKY: After Ukrainian political
prisoner Valentyn Moroz was released from the Soviet
prisons and brought to come to the United States in an
exchange for Soviet spies, members of the Committee
for the Defense of Valentyn Moroz formed a broadbased human-rights organization called Americans
for Human Rights in Ukraine (AHRU). In four years
this organization, initially organized by eight people,
expanded to its present membership of approximately
1.300 members and 15 branches in the various states in
America. The prime purpose of our existence is the
defense of political prisoners in Soviet Ukraine. We
work with various human-rights groups including
Amnesty International, writers, psychiatric and other
professional groups, the United States Congress plus
other legislative bodies. In 1983 our organization
became involved in the Ukrainian famine because we
thought that this tragic event was the ultimate in
violation of human rights — a deliberate murder of 7
million people.
WEEKL Y: Do you feel you have the support from
the Ukrainian community in this famine action?
OLSHANIWSKY: Yes. As one of the 76 national
organizations that formed -the National Committee to
Commemorate the Genocide Victims in Ukraine Г93233. representing over 500,000 members, we have solid
backing of this committee. The National Committee
not only appealed to all concerned people to assist us
in our efforts to establish a congressional commission
on the Ukraine famine, but is actively working with us
to that end. We received enthusiastic backing and
assitance from the 85.000 member strong Ukrainian
National Association. Organizations that should
especially be mentioned are: Ukrainian American
Veterans. Harvard University Ukrainian Research
Institute. Professionals and Businesspersons Associa
tion of New York and New Jersey, and others. In
addition. I should add that numerous individuals
joined in our efforts. 1 have not yet encountered any
Ukrainian Americans who were against the famine
study.
WEEKL Y: From your experience in your activities
with the United States Congress what impressions
stand out?
OLSHANIWSKY: 1 would venture to say that the
U.S. Congress is the greatest democratic legislative
institution in the world. Contrary to what some
accounts in the news media say, my observations of
this group have recorded character, industry and
intelligence. This covers not only the members of
Congress but the young, bright people working as
congressional aides. It is the place where you deal with
extremely well informed people and where you have a
fighting chance on your issue if you'have logic on your
side, lean only-urge Ukrainian Americans to get more
involved in the democratic process. You can make a
valuable contribution in the form of suggestions and
bringing forth the issues of common interest to our
elected representatives in the Congress. It is very
rewarding.
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Panorama...

Rep. Fascell...

(Continued from page 9)
sky, still dressed in Kozak costumes
after a noontime performance with the
dance ensemble at the 45th Street stage
on Ninth Avenue, rode their motor
cycles all the way downtown and over to
the Ukrainian Festival in the East
Village, their wide sleeves and volumin
ous "sharavary" billowing and sashes
flying in the wind. Cheering on the two
helmeted Ko/aks along the way was a
carload of young men and women in
Ukrainian costumes, the remaining
members of the ensemble, who were
taking the easy way over. During
performances, director/choreographer
Elaine Oprysko emceed at the Ninth
Avenue Festival, Roman Wasylyk took
over emcee duties at Seventh Street, and
accordionist Gary Petrowsky accom
panied the dancers at both points. The
Astoria group is scheduled to perform
at the National Polka Festival which
will be held August 9-12 in Hunter, N.Y.
No word yet as to whether the Ukrai
nian Ko/;iks will travel on motor
cycles.
" The "Lys Mykyta" softball team,
consisting of 17 Ukrainians and one
Jewish player, is preparing for the start
of competition in Central Park on July
I. During Sunday afternoon practice
games against a Hispanic team on lower
Manhattan's Houston fields, the Lys
Mykyta players heard their opponents
offering encouragement to each other in
Spanish. So the Lys Mykya men took to
speaking - you guessed it — Ukrai
nian, confusing the Hispanics, who
asked: "Hey man, what language you
speakin?"

(Continued from page 1)
While it will still be technically
possible to send parcels to the Soviet
Union via official international mails,
customs duties for such deliveries will
have to be borne by the recipient, and
Rep. Fascell noted that, by current
Soviet living standards, such charges
can often be prohibitive.
Under the previous arrangements
between Vneshposyltorg and private
firms in the West, all costs were pre-paid
by the sender in foreign currency, a
commodity that the Soviet government
has eagerly sought in the past. In
addition, recent congressional testi
mony has revealed that package delivery
through international mails has been
subject to interruption within the Soviet
Union, i.e., packages returned without
legal basis, contents stolen or substi
tuted, or simply not delivered.
"This latest action." concluded Rep.
Fascell, "is just one more in a series of
policy decisions that seriously call into
question Soviet credibility in the inter
national community. Soviet leaders
repeatedly proclaim their desire for
normal political and trade relations
with the rest of the world, yet they
continue to wrap the iron curtain more
lightly around their own people. They
simply cannot create this artificial
isolation on the inside, and think they
will continue 'business as usual' on the
outside."

Evanko in

"Carmen"

George Bizet's masterpiece, "Car
men.'' originally presented in Paris at
the Bouffes du Nord, played for seven
months at Lincoln Center in a new form
— as "La Tragedie de Carmen," a
production by Peter Brooks adapted
from Bizet's opera by Marius Constant,
Jean-Claude Carriere and Mr. Brook.
Hailed by critics, the production was
described by the New York Times'Alan
Rich as "a new, pointedly retit!ed work
that bends Bizet's score and themes like
found objects in a collage to reflect the
concerns of its creators."
For one marvelous evening, the 80minute theater piece brought actorsinger Edward Evanko back to Broad
way, where he has starred in such
productions as "Rex." Mr. Evanko,
appearing in the French version of the
production, gave a superlative perfor
mance as the tormented corporal Jose
who is infatuated with the gypsy.
Carmen.
Scheduled to join the cast of "La
Tragedie de Carmen" in May, Mr.
Evanko was given a shot at the role just
before the production closed in late
April. Despite critical acclaim, the show
was running at less than 60 percent of its
seating capacity because of high ticket
prices.
But in show business, the show must
go on. Disappointed but undaunted,
Mr. Evanko is busy with other endea
vors. This weekend; he was scheduled to
appear with the Rusalka Dancers and
the Koshets Choir at Winnipeg's Cen
tennial Hall in a benefit for St. Vla
dimir's Ukrainian Catholic College. On
July 20, he will sing in Cleveland at the
Ukrainian Orthodox League conven
tion. And he'll appear in a full-length
production of "Carmen", presented in
English with a full orchestra by the
Glimmerglass Opera Theater in
Cooperstown, N.Y. The dates are August
10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 19.

Join the UNA.
REAL ESTATE
New York City
PROFESSIONAL SPACE AVAILABLE
for rent. Street level. Separate private en
trance. 7th Street between 2nd and 3rd. 750
sq. teet; J/ЬО per month.
Tel.: (212) 674-1733
PETRENKO PROPERTIES
7258 Maple Place
Amundale. VA. 22003
(703)750-2336
(703)321-7332
General Real Estate Brokerage - N. VIRGINIA
BUYERS-BROKER REPRESENTATIVE arranged.
Let us assist YOU in locating your next property!
Write for more information.
Member UNA Br. 0171
Notary

OPEN TO SERVICE YOUR
REAL ESTATE NEEDS!
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HELP WANTED

Editorial assistant/assistant editor
full time
(part-time position possible)
Requirements: training in journalism or related field, writing experience.
knowledge of Ukrainian language.
Salary commensurate with experience and qualifications; good benefits.
Send resume, reference and clippings to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly 30
Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302.

UKRAINIAN DANCE CAMP
Si WORKSHOP 1984
Roma Pryma Bohachevsky, Director
at Verkhovyna, Glen Spey, N.Y.
DANCE WORKSHOP - Advanced dancers. June 2 8 - July 2 1
DANCE CAMP - Intermediate. (Ages 10-16). July 28 - August 11
JUNIOR CAMP - Ages 7-15. August 12 - August 25.
Guest teacher. VALENTIN A PEREASLAVETS.
Staff: DARIA YAKUBOVYCH. JERRY KLUN, NADIA
Applications accepted till JUNE 15.
Write or call

SEMCHUK. T. POTASHKO.

ROMA PRYMA BOHACHEVSKY
523 East 14th Street, Apt. 3 B , New York, N.Y. 10009. Tel.: (212) 677-7187

Help wanted
SEEKING IBM SYSTEM 34,
SYSTEM 36 OPERATOR
Minimal experience required. Will train.
Call

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
(201)451-2200

AN APPEAL
To all concerned people
Your support is needed for passage of a bill to establish a U.S.
government-funded congressional commission to study the causes
and consequences of the 1932-33 famine in Ukraine.
A massive letter-writing campaign to U.S. legislators is being initiated
by AHRU. Get involved! Your financial and active help is essential for
the success of this effort. Send your contribution and/or write for
additional information to:
Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine
43 Midland Place
Newark, N.J. 07106

ELOISE Ь NICK POPOVICH
REALTOR/REALTOR - Associate
proudly introduce to you:

FOR O N L Y 2Ф PER DAY
you can be insured for

S5.000- S10,000
under an

PORT POPOVICH
REALTY INC.

ACCIDENTAL DEATH
and

DISMEMBERMENT CERTIFICATE
0" .ne

850 N.W. HARBOR BLVD.
PORT CHARLOTTE, FL 33952

Phone: 1-813-629-3179
NEED A HOBBY ROOM?
2 bedroom, 2 bath home. Growing area. Fruit
trees, tropical plants, carport PLUS detached
2 car garage, can be work room, hobby room,
the possibilities are unlimited! New home, all
forW8.900.
PORTS 84-120
Building Sites - 80 x 125 on paved streets
S2.300 and up: some with terms.
. PL-3

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
The low, low premiums for new A D D Certificates,
issued after Oct. 1, 1983, are as follows:
S6.50
Annually
S3.35
Semi-annually
C1.75
Quarterly
.60
Monthly
THIS CERTIFICATE IS AVAILABLE ONLY TO 16-55
YEAR-OLD UNA MEMBERS. .
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Dissidents.
(Continued from page 3)
ferred to another camp. In the spring
and the beginning of summer of
1973, under orders from Yelena
Leontyevna. the head of Section
Nine, Smirnov, a patient, was tor
tured for two months: "orderlies"
beat him every night until he died.

Between 1963 and 1973 a total of
475 Sychyovka inmates were killed
or tortured to death - that is the
number that died in Sychyovka (for
verification you can check the re
gistration book for those coming to
the "supply warehouse." where in a

SUNDAY, MAY 27, 1984

on such a high level that a mistake in
diagnosis by even rank-and-file
psychiatrists was "absolutely exclud
ed." and that he, during his 50 years
of psychiatric practice, did not know
of even one case in which a normal
person had been classified as insane,
it became clear to me that he was an
active participant in the forgeries of
the' experts commissions. Yes, and he
could not have been anything else.
He was the spiritual father of the
present trend in psychiatric diagnosis
of political prisoners, the ideologist
of the expanded interpretation of
schizophrenia and of other neurolo
gical illnesses.

column in-line with all their names
you'll see one word: "died"). What
can 1 say? Only this: it is terrifying
and disgusting to be a citizen of a
country, where man is merely a
footstool for the attainment of the
goals of domination, autocracy and
hegemony.
Gen. Petro Grigorenko
The kind smile and the friendly
look of Snezhnevsky did not prevent
him from signing the experts com
mission conclusion on me, which was
the equivalent of a death sentence —
if not worse. And when Snezhncvsky
declared to an lzvestiya correspon
dent that psychiatry in the USSRwas

SOYUZIVKA - UNA ESTATE

HELP WANTED
GENERAL WORKERS
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Salary negotiable. Interested persons please contact:

|

SOYUZIVKA UNA ESTATE
Kerhonkson, N.Y. 12446

Tel.: ( 9 1 4 ) 6 2 6 - 5 6 4 1
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ATTENTION, LOVERS OF HUNTER!
The Ukrainian Association in Hunter is selling parcels of land. The association's real estate encompas– I
ses mountain valleys situated at an altitude of 2.500 feet amid forests and mountains, and featuring 1
fresh air. beautiful views and hunting areas located in close proximity to the church and cultural center ff
(1.5 miles) as well as to ski areas, in Windham. Hunter and Haines Falls. Purchasers will be able to enjoy Щ
a 25-acre spring-fed lake (26-feet deep), fishine,a beach, boats and sailboats - all surrounded by a
coniferous forest owned by the association. For information, write to:
LEXINGTON HIGH ACRES
P. 0. Box 6
JEWET. M. Y. 12444

or call (518) 734-3626 after 6 p.m.
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There's no place like Soyuzivka

SOYUZIVKA
1984. SUMMER/FALL
CAMPS ft WORKSHOPS
at SOYUZIVKA:
TENNIS CAMP - June 24 - July 3
(Boys and Girls ages 12-18). Food and lodging S170.00 (UNA members),
S200.00 (non-members). Tennis fee: S60.00.
BOYS' CAMP - June 30 - July 14
Recreational camp for boys ages 7-12, featuring hiking, swimming, games,
Ukrainian songs and folklore UNA members: S100 00 per week: non-member.
.. 00 oe; week.
GIRLS' CAMP -

July 15-29

Similar program to boys' camp; same prices.
UKRAINIAN FOLK DANCE WORKSHOP - July 29 - August 11
Traditional Ukrainian folk dancing for beginners, intermediate and advanced
dancers. Limit: 60 students. Food and lodging: S195.00 (UNA members),
5205.00 (non-members.) Instructor's fee: S60.00.
UKRAINIAN ART COURSES - August 11-25
Hands-on experience in woodcarving. weaving, embroidery and easter-egg
decorating, under the supervision of experts. UNA members: S200.00. Nonmembers S220 00
UKRAINIAN AND INTERNATIONAL COOKING COURSES September 30 - October 5
Зак-ng, cooKing, meat and fish oreparation and nutrition instruction for men
.inn ,vomen UNA members: S225 00 Non-members: S250.00.
f - -;or– r'r,rmation. Diease contact the management of Soyuzivka:
SOYUZIVKA UNA ESTATE
Foordemoore Rck. Kerhonkson. N.Y. 12446 " (914) 626-5641

The most widely used medication
is aminazin (similar to Thorazine)
administered both internally and
intramuscularly. I was astonished at
the quantity prescribed to be taken
internally — literally a cupped hand
ful of pills at a time. Those who
regularly took it lost the color in their
palates and tongues and lost their
sensation of taste. Their mouths were
constantly dry and their stomachs
burned. If they refused to take the
pills then intramuscular injections
were prescribed. When I first saw the
effects of these injections, 1 was
astounded. More than once at the
front 1 had seen buttock wounds
categorized as severe. But what I saw
at Chernyakhovsk and subsequently
at the Fifth Moscow City Hospital
was more awful than anything I had
seen at the front. Both buttocks were
slashed all over by the surgeon's
knife. And in both hospitals,'nurses
in charge of the treatments explained
to me that this was the result of
forced injections of aminazin. The
drug is not readily absorbed into
one's system, and many patients'
muscles refuse to accept it. Painful
nodes from that prevent the patient
from walking, sitting, sleeping, and
that can be removed only by surgery.,
The next most widely used medica
tion was haloperidol (similar to
Haldol). Those taking it cannot
maintain a single position for any
length of time. They jump up, run,
then come to a halt and return...One
of the patients in the Fifth City
Psychiatric Hospital, Tolia, would
go into spasms each time he took this
medication. He would open his
momh and could not close it for
more than an hour at a time. His
breathing was interrupted and his eyes
bugged out. His face looked torment
ed and he constantly struggled with
asphyxia and body tremors.
Leonid Plytishch
I could see the effects of the potent
sedative haloperidol on my fellow
inmates and wondered why drugs
were administered in quara"ntine.
The patients' illnesses had not been
diagnosed yet, and contraindica
tions had not been established. One
inmate was writhing in convulsions,
head twisted to the side and eyes
bulging. Another patient was gasp
ing for breath, and his tongue was
lolling. A third was screaming lor the
nurse and begging for a corrective to
alleviate the phsycial effects of halo
peridol. The drug was given in such
large doses in order to reveal the
malingerers and to break any resis
tance.
Although the orderlies gave fewer
beatings in Section 9. this was only
because Nina Nikolayevna Bochkov–
skava. the director of the section.
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held everyone in her iron grip.
One old man called Bochkovskaya
a Gestapo agent; she immediately
prescribed a large dose of sulphur for
him. He whimpered, groaned, and
screamed with pain,.making it im
possible for the rest of us to sleep.
"Leonid Ivanovych," he called out to
me, "will 1 die?"
"No," 1 replied angrily. "People
don't'die from sulphur"
"Boys, will 1 die?"
"Shut up! You won't die!"
Mad with the pain, the old man
smashed a window and tried to cut
his throat. He was subdued and
beaten up. Two days later someone
noticed that his face had turned blue.
A nurse took his pulse and sum
moned a doctor, who administered
blood transfusions and oxygen. The
old man was brought around after
three days. Before administering
sulphur, and such a large dose at
that, Bochkovskaya had not bothered
to check for contraindications.

Most of the inmates at the Dni–
propetrovske pyikhushka were men
tally deranged murderers, rapists
and hooligans. But there were also
about 60 political prisoners, who
were for the most part sane. These
were people like Mykola Plakhot–
niuk, Vasyl Ruban, Borys Yevdo–
kimov, Anatoly Lupynis.and Vyache–
slav Yatsenko, who had been com
mitted for "anti-Soviet activity," and
also the border crossers — people
who had tried to escape from the
Soviet Union.
All the politicals were cautioned to
avoid me. At times I was completely
isolated from them, forbidden to go
to the kitchen or the yard in case 1
might accidentally meet one of them.
When 1 did go to the yard. 1 spoke
mostly with Vikor Rafalsky. a history
teacher who had belonged to an
underground Marxist group iff
western Ukraine. The group was
discovered in 1954. and Rafalsky was
sent from one psychiatric hospital to
another until 1959. The Leningrad
hospital diagnosed him as sane, but
the Serbsky Institute insisted that he
was schizophrenic. In the early I960's
Rafalsky was sent to the Kazan
Special Psychiatric Hospital for five
years because connections with an
underground Marxist group in Kiev
had been detected. He.was rearrested
in 1969, when a manuscript with a
"nationalist deviation" that he had
written a long time ago was found.
Now. despite all his arguments that
the book was old and that he hadn't
given it to anyone to read, he was
being held at the Dmpropetrovske
psykhushka as a schizophrenic.
A delirious patient in Rafalsky's
section reported that Rafalsky. a
former member of the Ukrainian
Insurgent– Army named Trotsiuk.
and Vasyl Siry, a teacher who had
been committed for trying to escape
from the country by hijacking an
airplane, were plotting an anti-Soviet
conspiracy. Without being question
ed about the charge, the three were
given large doses of sulphur and
sodium amobarbital. a central-ner–
vous-systcm depressant used as a
truth serum. They were brought back
to their ward completely uncon
scious. Sulphur was eontraindicated
for Rafalsky. His health seriously
deteriorated, and his usual cheerful
ness disappeared. Later one of the
doctors told him that he should not
get involved with people like Trot
siuk and me.
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The Washington...
(Continued from page 7)
Of interest to the Ukrainian Ameri
can financial community, particularly
the fraternals and real estate brokers,
are three bills before the Senate Com
mittee on Banking. Housing and Ur
ban Affairs. The bills (S 2181 intro
duced by Sen. Jake Gam (R-l'tah),
chairman of the committee: S 2134
introduced by Sen. William Proxmire
(D-Wisc), ranking minority member ol
the committee: and S 1609. which was
proposed by the administration) all
deregulate the banking industry. The
Garn and administration bills would
free banks to become insurance and real
estate brokers. All three would allow
bank holding companies to underwrite
local and state revenue bonds and
market their own mutual funds.
Qn April 30. the House of Represen
tatives passed H R 5100 which authorizes
S2.05l.000 in fiscal year 1985 and
52; 150.000 in fiscal year 1986 for the
Holocaust Memorial Council. In its
three-year existence, the council'has
already been authorized 52,372.000 by
the federal government. The 60 member
council is charged with planning, con
structing, and operating a permanent
'.'living" memorial to the victims of the
Holocaust. The federal funds are only
for administrative expenses with the
construction funds to be raised from
private sources.
Increased interest is being sparked in
H.Con.Res. 294 and S.Con.Res. 70 due
to the Soviet announcement of limita
tions on parcels to the USSR as of
August I. H.Con.Res. 294, introduced
by Rep. Benjamin Gilman (R-N.Y.),
calls on the president to take actions
against the Soviets for their interference
with mail. S.Con.Res. 70. the Senate
passed famine resolution introduced by
Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.) and Sen.
Pete Domenici (R-N.M.), addreses the
issue of Soviet restrictions on parcels
both during the famine fifty years ago
and todav.
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Political notes
Rep. Bill Green (R-N.Y.), who repre
sents New York's East Side 15th Dis
trict, is being challenged by Manhattan
Borough President Andrew Stein, who
announced his candidacy on May 8.
Rep. Green, a member of the Ad HocCaucus on the Baltic States and U–
kraine. is running lor his fourth term in
the House. Mr. Stein must first win the
Democratic nomination where three
other candidates are vying for the
opportunity to unseat Rep. Green.
Political experts in Washington predict
thai a Stein-Green match-up in Novem
ber in the heavily Ukrainian district
would "likely be one of this year's most
grueling congressional contests."

XX

CONVENTION
of

The Research Center for Religion
and Human Rights in Closed Societies
(RCDA) held a conference entitled
"Religious and Ethnic Oppression in
the USSR" in Washington. May 16-18.
The panelists included Prof. Bohdan
Bociurkiw of-Carlton University. An
drew Sorokowski, Andrew Grigorenko
and William Bahrey of the Ukrainian
Evangelical Alliance of North America.
Religious and national persecution in
Ukraine and the annihilation of the
Reformed Church in Ukraine were
among the topics discussed.
REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE - З'Л ACRES
Ellenville, N.Y. Large mobile home on founda
tion, central heating. 2 bedrooms, large
living room, dining room, kitchen, bathroom.
Added large den with wood burning stove.
Large garage divided into 3 rooms. 2 miles
from Center of Ellenville.
Day - (212) 594-0666
Evenings - (212) 884-4308
HELEN DANKO

the

Ukrainian National Women's League of America
May 26, 27, 28, 1984
;
Grand Hyatt Hotel, JMew York, N.Y.
Park Avenue at Grand Central

ST.

Ukrainian National Association
J O S A P H A T S SOCIETY B R A N C H Я 2 1 7
Rochester, N.Y.

INVITATION

Notes 8t asides

HARVARD

You are cordially invited to attend the

JUBILEE
BANQUET
followed by a dance
on the occasion of the

75th Anniversary of St. Josaphat's Society
which will take place
on Saturday, June 2nd 1984 in St. Josaphat's School Hall
at Ridge Road East and Stanton Lane, Rochester, N.Y.
PROGRAM:
6:00 p.m. - 7.-00 p.m.' - Cocktails
7:00 p.m. - Dinner and Jubilee program
9:00 p.m. - Dance to the sounds of "New Horizons"
Tickets are 512.50 per person. Tickets for the dance only S5.00.
Reservations accompanied by by checks made out to "UNA Branch 217" should be forwarded to:
Mr. Stephan Pryjmak, Fin. Secy., 120 Teakwood Dr., Rochester, N.Y. 14609.
Tel.: 467-4649
Mr. Dmytro Prystaj. Secy., 6 1 Claybrook St., Rochester, N.Y. 14609. Tel.: 482-1640
Mr. Stephan Martyniuk. Tres., 70 Ellinwood Dr., Rochester, N.Y. 14622. Tel.: 544-2905
ST. JOSAPHAT'S SOCIETY. BRANCH Я217:
Konstantyn Shewchuk, Honorary Chairman
Stephan Waskiw. Chairman
Dmytro Margotych. Chairman ol Auditing Committee
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SOY

...this summer
a Ukrainian Literature
ж Modern Ukrainian History
л The Ukrainian SSR, 1 9 1 9 - 3 9

UZII/O
SUMMER
1984

Join us in 1 9 8 4 for the fourteenth consecutive
session of the Harvard Ukrainian Summer Institute. We offer
accredited university instruction by some of the top specialists in
Ukrainian studies:
Beginning Ukrainian
Intermediate Ukrainian
Advanced Ukrainian
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THIS SUMMER,
treat yourself to the breathtaking beauty of the Catskill Mountains at the
year-round resort of the

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

. . . And an exciting calendar of cultural activities, including guest
lectures, exhibits and films on Ukrainian society and culture

SOYUZIVKA
і Newly renovated Ukrainian-style buildings/lodges nestled in the lush Catskill

TUITION-FREE
SCHOLARSHIPS
are available to members of
the Friends of the Harvard
Ukrainian Research Institute
('minimum 4-year silver
membership) or those who
join by making a SJ5200
contribution.

ACADEMIC
CALENDAR
JUNE 2 5 AUGUST 17

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION
CONTACT
Harvard Summer School
2 0 Garden Street
Cambridge, MA 0 2 1 3 8

Mountain estate,
і Authentic international cuisine prepared by experienced chefs; their specialty,
of course: Ukrainian dishes!
і Eight tennis courts
І Olympic size swimming pool, and toddlers' pool,
і Volleyball courts,
і Hiking trails.
ш Top names in Ukrainian entertainment.

Harvard Ukrainian Summer
Institute
1 5 8 3 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge, MA 0 2 1 3 8

і Weekly art exhibits and cultural presentations.
ш On-going program of dances, cocktail socials, outdoor luncheons, films, campfire
sing -

a longs and more!
NEW MANAGEMENT. SAME PRICES AS LAST YEAR.
RESERVE A ROOM TODAY!

SpYUZIVKA UNA ESTATE
Foordemoore Road, Kerhonkson, N.Y. 12446. Tel: (914) 626-5641
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Saturday, June 2
NEW YORK: An exhibit opening of
art works by Marko Shuhan and
Terry Hrechniw, students at the
School of Visual Arts, will be held
today at 4 p.m. at the Ukrainian
Institute of America, 2 E. 79th St.
The exhibit had been originally
scheduled to open on May 19. For
more information please call (212)
288.-8660.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
will sing the responses. Following the
liturgy, a banquet will' be held in the
church auditorium, prepared by the
Sisterhood of St. Mary the Pro
tectress, assisted by members of the
Women's Club. Entertainment will
be provided by Raissa Didow, lyric
soprano and graduate of the Juilliard
School of Music. She will be accom
panied by John Czereuta.

Sunday, June 3
Monday, June 4
NEW YORK: Svetlana Vasiiaki will
perform at the Ukrainian Liberation
Front Home in commemoration of
the anniversary of Zakarpattia at
2:30 p.m. Included in her repertoire
will be a song written by her father,
Simon Woshakiwsky. Ihor Darian,a
baritone, will also perform.
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Aca
demy of Arts and Sciences will host a
lecture by Evhen Lashchyk on "The
question of morals and happiness in
Vynnychenko's view." The academy
is located at 206 W. 100th St. For
more information please call (212)
222-1866.
MAPLEWOOD, N.J.: Holy Ascen
sion Ukrainian Orthodox Church
will celebrate the Feast of the Asso
ciation and the 66th anniversary of
the parish beginning at 10a.m. with a
divine liturgy which will be served by
the Rev. John Nakonachny. pastor,
assisted by Archdeacon Wolodymyr
Polischuk. The parish choir, under
the direction of Leonid Charchenko,

Ш
NEW YORK: The final concert of I
the first season of the Nova Chamber I
Ensemble will be held tonight at 8 I
p.m. at the Ukrainian Institute of g
America, 2 E. 79th St. Guest artists і
will include the Westfield String 3
Quartet and the program will feature I
works by Mozart. Debussy and I
Brahms. Suggested donation is S7 Щ
per person, S4 for students and senior
citizens. For information please call I
(212) 288-8660 or (212) 473-6067.
OTTAWA: The Dnipro Ukrainian
Dance Ensemble of Ottawa will
celebrate its 50th anniversary with a
special performance at the Theatre of
the National Arts Centre here at 8
p.m. The performance is titled 'Re
flections" and will feature a collec
tion of Ukrainian and Canadian
Ukrainian themes through dance,
music and multPmeaia presenta
tions. The scenes will include spring,
"Kupalo," Kozaks in Ukraine, emi
gration to Canada and an early 20th
century Canadian-Ukrainian wed–

organizations including the Rocke
feller Foundation, the Ford Founda
tion, the Council on Foreign Relations,
(Continued from page 11)
groups represented. Those cultural the Asia Society, the Spanish Institute,
communities which prepared Easter the English-Speaking Union, the Gug
displays were: Argentinian, Colombian, genheim Museum and the Metropolitan
Ecuadorian, Filipino. Greek, Italian. Museum of Art; invited media persona
Mexican. Polish, Romanian, Russian, lities from the New York Times, the
Daily News, and the ethnic press of the
Slovenian, Spanish and Ukrainian.
Slava Gerulak, curator of exhibits, New York area; Prince Nikita Roman
was responsible for the artistic arrange off; and Prince Alexis Scherbatow,
ment of the entire display, as well as for president of the Russian Nobility Asso
the preparation of the Ukrainian table. ciation In America.
A 24-page program brochure called
Co-chairmen for the evening were "Christ Is Risen." which was presented
Juliana Osinchuk, Marvin Schrank. by Mr. Schrank, assistant to Ms.
Anastasia Sochynsky and Myron Sur– Savoyka, was distributed at the door to
all those attending "Easter Around The
mach Jr
Among the many guests at this World." In addition to the program of
unusual Easter celebration were a events of the evening, it contained
number DI well-known political figures, descriptions of Easter traditions and
including David Dinkins. the city clerk; customs of different peoples from all
consuls from several Latin American over the world.
An highlight of the Easter festival was
and European countries, members of
the diplomatic corps and U.N. officials: the beautiful display of pysanky on a
represcniatives of the Roman Catholic special table, prepared by members of
Archdiocese of New York; Franciscan the Surmach family, including Myron
Friars ol St. Anthony: Bishops of the W. Surmach. Sr.. Myron Jr., and
Greek Orthodox Archdiocese; noted Yaroslava Surmach Mills. As everyone
figures from the entertainment world entered the Ukrainian Institute of
including the choreagraphcr and direc America building, they were able to
tor. Geoffrey Holder; representatives of view the magnificent Ukrainian Easter
numerous ethnic/national communi eggs and see books about the ancient
ties; іipmigration judges; business Ukrainian art of painting Easter eggs.
leaders, directors and representatives of Mrs. Mills gave demonstations through
majoi !oundations and non-profit out the evening of painting pysanky.

UIA hosts...
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ding. Tickets are S8 and S10 and are
available through the NAC box
office or by telephoning Teleticket at
(613) 237-4400 and placing reserva
tions via telephone.
PREVIEW OF EVENTS, a listing
of Ukrainian community events open
to the public, is a service provided

Soviets seek... .
(Continued from page 3)
Guerrilla fatalities were said to be light
despite heavy high-altitude bombings of
the region in April.
The move for an end to hostilities, if
true, appears aimed at cutting further
Soviet and Afghan government troop
losses and releasing the bulk of soldiers
for duty elsewhere.
Last year, Mr. Massoud and the
Soviet command arranged a cease-fire,
which lasted 15 months until March. It
was the first sTirh :rticc involving

From here

to...

(Continued from page 1)
"One day, while I was at a service at
St. Andrew's Memorial Ukrainian
Orthodox Church in South Bound
Brook, N.J. 1 went right up to the choir
loft and joined in the singing. The lanr
guage didn't intimidate me, since I was
used to singing in Latin. Being able to
read and understand what I was singing
finally broke the code for me. Soon
thereafter I enrolled in Ukrainian lan
guage courses at the University of
Pennsylvania." Maria now read, writes
and speaks Ukrainian:
Being able to speak Ukrainian proved
to be even more crucial in her role as
!'pani maika" the wife of a Ukrainian
Orthodox priest.
"At first, 1 was an observer, I watch
ed, and learned as much as I could, but
it wasn't until I experienced being a
:'pani matka"that I became emotionally
involved in the Ukrainian community,"
she said. "It was then, that 1 felt, for the
first time, that I shared a deep bond with
Ukrainians."
That bond was tested after Yevhen's
untimely and unexpected death at the
age of 29. "I didn't know how this would
effect my feelings for the Ukrainian
community, or how they (Ukrainians)
would relate to me without my husband.
My Ukrainian friends continued treat
ing me as a 'part of the family'. Boris
and Sviatoslav Makarenko, friends of
the Krywolap family, involved Maria in
their iconography and church interiors
business. Soon thereafter, she became a
protege of Pctro Cholodny, renown
artist and iconographcr, whose work
she had long admired.
Maria began studying Ukrainian
church art independently, and even
tually taught Ecclesiastical Art at St.
Sophia's Ukrainian Orthodox Semi
nary in South Bound Brook. N.J.
In 1983 Maria remarried. She and her
husband. Gregory Telepneff, reside
near St. Demetrius Ukrainian Ortho

Have you contributed to the
UKRAINIAN COMMUNITY FUND
in 1984?

free of charge by The Weekly to the
Ukrainian community. To have an
event listed in this column, please
send information (type of event,
date, time, place, admission, spon
sor, etc.), along with the phone
number of a person who may be
reached during daytime hours for
additional information, to: PRE
VIEW OF EVENTS, The Ukrainian
Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
City, N.J. 07302.
insurgents and the Soviets since the
1979 invasion of the country.
After the cease-fire lapsed, the Soviet
began their massive offensive in the
Panjshir Valley. Reports from the area
indicated that the insurgents evacuated
many villages before the Soviets reached
them and that the guerrillas withdrew to
the narrow and twisting side valleys, the
Times said.
Mr. Massoud, fearing capture or
death, is said to have slipped out of the
area after advising his followers on
tactics and strategy.
dox Church in Carterct, N.J., where she
is a cantor. She and Gregory met at a
Carpatho-Russian Church in New
York. The tall, bearded Orthodox
seminarian questioned Maria about the
Ukrainian American community. After
several such discussions. Maria traced
Gregory's ethnic origin to Ukraine.
Their first date was a trip to St. An
drew's Memorial Ukrainian Orthodox
Church.
"Gregory was moved by the warmth
and character of the community. He
started taking formal courses in Ukrai
nian, and has become fluent in the
language. Gregory has developed a real
sense of mission towards Ukrainians; he
truly loves his people," Maria explain
ed.
When asked to describe what she felt
were key problems facing the commu
nity, Maria fielded the negatively
structured question in her characteristi
cally upbeat style: "Love goes a long
way in inspiring Ukrainians as well as
non-Ukrainians in becoming involved
in Ukrainian culture. One can learn a
great deal when propelled by love and
compassion. Sometimes, there's too
much hostility within the community.
Anger turns people away, especially
youth."
Maria stressed the need to become
better informed about "being Ukrai
nian:"
"We need to know our history,
culture, traditions. We need to ap
proach these topics with humility, and
not take these things for granted.
Through knowledge, we gain a full
understanding of who we are. That
sense of who we are will thrive in the
hearts of our children... after all, where
does Ukraine exist today, if not in the
hearts of us Ukrainians'?" she said.
Next week: Father Leo Goldade.
Plast 'Kalyniak' member, visiting cha
plain to SUM-A camps, teacher at St.
George's Ukrainian Catholic School on
the lower east side of Manhattan...a
long way from home.
,

SEND IT NOW!
UKRAINIAN AMERICAN
COORDINATING COUNCIL
140 Second Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10003

